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Perspective
On ModernJapan
Kantor,Rubin& Reich
Notorious
ZionistTriumvira
A Report From Japan

I saw no slums, homeless or poor people, and a racially true population whose
prosperity belied the continuous stories I had been reading in the American
3/22/96 EUSTACE MULLINS
press about the imminent economic collapse of Japan. My tour was sponsored
by a group of intensely dedicated patriots who had been studying my writings,
When I flew nonstop from Chicago to Tokyo on Japan Air now being published in the Japanese language, which confirmed their fears that
Lines, on February 3, 1996, I was surprised to find how similar they, as well as the Colossus of the Western World, the United States, were
the two cities are. Both cities are modern, with many new offlice now dominated
by the same sinister forces-the
power of international
buildings, heavy traffic, and a dynamic presence.
If anything,
banking. As the Jews themselves now point out, this phrase is actually a “code
Tokyo is even more dynamic than Chicago.
The air was bril- word” for international Jews. This power continues to wreak its will upon the
liantly clean; I learned that Tokyo has the most stringent anti- civilized world through the Zionist connection, a conspiratorial group which
pollution regulations of any city in the world. I was told that most I have traced back some five thousand years.
vehicles have to be traded in every three years, or the entire
I was encouraged to find that my Japanese hosts work well together,
engine has to be replaced. Every vehicle on the streets seemed to without dissension; they are serious and studious people, anxious to learn all
have just been driven out of a showroom.
the details of this deadly conspiracy which threatens the continuance
of
Dbring the ensuing two-week lecture tour throughout Japan,
(Please
see Perspective
On Modern
Japan, p. 12)
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StepsTowardUnderstandin
Light And Life
TheGod-Force
Within
AllThatIs
Part I of this series appeared on the Front Page of
the 3/l 9/96 CONTACT.
We continue with these
important science lessons here.

PRODUCTS
HAVE
NO POWER

so.

WHAT

IS

MIND?

Realization that all of the foregoing is understood,
MIND is simply LIGHT at REST. Desire of Mind
then you have to look at “things” or “products”. There is expressed through waves of light becoming motion.
is NO POWER in products. Taken in single elemental
One of the most difficult concepts to understand in
LIGHT
form you have nothing but an array of possibilities.
this subject is that “stillness” is from whence comes
Product has no power within itself to produce itself. power. The “expression” of power is NOT power. All
May you keep the light shining brightly about you The assumption that somehow products have power of the power of, say, an ocean is in its very stillness,
so that you can find your way. If
within themselves whether there is “expression” or not. Likewise, all of
you will but listen within, most
is but another of that wondrous power of Light resides in the stillness,
God facilitates the “can”; you must bring
Man’s foolish il- and THAT is THE STILLNESS of knowing, whether or
especially in the silence of each
lusions. These il- not it is expressed by light waves.
moment, you MAY find your way.
Light is everything and
forth the “may”.
lusions have deIf you know in your mind that a product exists, and
God facilitates the “can”; you
from Light comes all that is CREATED.
ceived the senses you have desire for producing that product, you will
must bring forth the “may”. Light
This is the IDEA of Creator. We shall refer
of mortal sensing express that desire. That expression requires the Light
is everything
and from Light
to this entity Creator as God.
Man until these waves and “electricity of motion”.
comes all that is CREATED. This
. days of unfolding.
Therefore, ALL expressions of energy come from
is the IDEA of Creator. We shall
refer to this entity Creator as God. I shall not label all No cathedral ever created itself. Idea conceived the rest, seek a point of rest and return to a condition of
lever is not in the lever nor
the names given to this ONE LIGIHT or SOURCE, for beginning thoughts, then thoughts are put into. the
. rest. The power- of a moving
.__
from One come all the rest, save for language differ- energy of creating, and finally the actual structuring in in its motion. It IS in the stillness or its fulcrum from
ences. You must be very careful, however, lest you a manifest form gave structure to a cathedral. Ah, but which it borrows its ability to manifest the power of its
who and what gave idea to the “architect”? GOD! The function. Therefore you can have no POWER WITHoffer one of the enemies of God, HIS label.
finished product, cathedral, is the product not of itself OUT A FULCRUM which is at total “rest”.
GOD IS THE FULCRUM OF MAN, AND THE
but of the IDEA through desire of an architect KNOWPOWER
ING he has the power to build such a product. The fact UNIVERSE!
Ah, but until you KNOW GOD you
When we reach out for understanding of what is is that the cathedral already exists. The eyes of the cannot manifest the goals of mind for you have no
fulcrum
upon
meant by “power” we again have to lookto the ONE Spirit can see its spiritual image
which to base
LIGHT, the Source, GOD CREATOR, for from His as clearly as the eyes of the body
THERE IS NO WAY THAT YOU CANyour creating
One Light comes all things. God, the Creator, IS can sense it in stone as a product.
power.
YOU
power. There is no other power. Light and Power are It must be so lest you have but a
NOT EXPRESS, FINALLY, THE IDEA-IF
HAVE
TO
Energy. In every sense of the definition so too is God pile of rocks.
THE DESIRE OF MIND IS WHOLLY FORN0 W.
Are
Since you are but an electric
“magnetic energy” expressed in STILLNESS.
All
CUSED ON THAT IDEA. YOU WILL HAVE
there interim
energy lies within that stillness of God, the ONE waveuniverse, youmust now look
“fulcrums”
THE POWER OF KNOWING
AND THE
magnetic Light. Herein you must follow the “dots”, to what is “action”. The expresupon which a
readers, for the former being true, the next logically sion of power to create the idea as
POWER OF CREATION TO PRODUCE THE
given man can
follows in that GOD IS MIND, the Intelligence of the product-lies
in this electric acIDEA INTO BEING.
his
base
Universe. God doesn’t need more than ONE idea for tion of think idea at rest in the
LEARNING?
all ideas make up the WHOLE of Idea. Therefore, we Light of Mind INTO THE TWO
have ONE Mind, One Idea, One Creator, One Lighted LIGHTS OF WAVES OF MOTION WHICH SIMU- Yes indeed, and herein I KNOW that I CAN do so AND
Source from which God’s desire to give creative LATE THAT IDEA. Remember, there must be the offer you learning that you might come to KNOW and
in that KNOWING, learn to create from Mind Idea.
expression to HIS One Idea by “thinking” is offered duality of presentation in waves of motion, electricity,
THERE IS NO WAY THAT YOU CANNOT EXPRESS,
as the idea is given LIFE into portions. Each of us whatever there IS.
Electricity is a servant of Mind. It gives moving FINALLY, THE IDEA-IF THE DESIRE OF MIND IS
experiencing entities is part of that WHOLE IDEA.
The very act of sincere DESIRE is the POWER that form to “the” idea in focus by performing the work WHOLLY FOCUSED ON THAT IDEA. YOU WILL
allows Creation. Desire in the Light of Mind IS the necessary to produce it. The power, therefore, to thus HAVE THE POWER OF KNOWING AND THE POWER
power quality of Mind. Desire IS the soul of Mind, the produce does not lie in electricity nor in motion; it lies OF CREATION TO PRODUCE THE IDEA INTO BEwill of Mind. Therefore it can only remain truth that in the DESIRE only in MIND. Without the desire, ING.
Here comes another difficult thought unless you are
all product of God or Man is the result of desire of Creation could not be. Without desire of Mind in Man,
willing to learn; Neither Man nor any moving thing in
mind TO CJZEA TE product.
his power to create, even product, could, not be.
I
~..,
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the universe has power WITHIN ITSELF to do anything. Does this sound like a contradiction of what I
have said prior to now? It isn’t. Why? Because GOD
IS and the YOU that YOU are perceiving yourself to be
is NOT. YOU ARE NOT THAT PHYSICAL EXPRESSED AS YOU. YOU are that invisible essence of
soul MIND. God shall gather and regain HIS fragments
from where HE pleases, when HE pleases, how He
pleases and shall “bring home” whom HE pleases according to His CONDITIONS.
Let us now look at the next obvious sequence in
realization of anything. I may well have knowing and
mind capability but my DESIRE is that YOU function.
I already realize that I KNOW and that I AM. You who
serve with me, however, must realize that you are the
reflection of that which came before-THE
IDEA.
KNOWING WHO AND WHAT I AM GIVES ME A BIT
OF LEVERAGE FOR I RECOGNIZE MY FULCRUM
AND THE POWEROF MY KNOWING INTHE STILLNESS OF THAT WHICH IS ALL.
MECHANICAL

PRINCIPLES

Since you do not fully comprehend the principles as
they exist in that one Magnetic Stillness of God we
shall have to offer a foundation upon which you can
relate to the subject.
The mechanical principle by means of which power
is expressed by the Creator is in the light waves of twoway motion. This records His two-way thinking: out
and back. Waves are two-way cycles which are divided
equally to express the two desires of Mind to create
form images of Mind imagining and to destroy those
forms sequentially for reforming.
Waves of motion spring from the stillness of the
universal equilibrium.
They are the universal heartbeat which manifests eternal life and power in God’s
stillness by eternal REPETITIONS OF SIMULATED
LIFE and power as expressed in waves of ‘motion.
Waves of motion express the power of desire for unbalance and motion, which is Light at rest, and they also
express the opposing desire for balance and rest which
is motion.
Desire in the One Light of Mind is “positive”. Its
expression in the two lights of opposed motion is
Every expression of power in Nature is
“negative”.
negated by its opposite expression. Here we begin to
touch on “cause” and “effect”.
We also come to confront the SENSES; Mind can
contain the WHOLE idea but the senses are limited to
the perception of but one of these actions (negations) at
a time, and then only in small fractions of whole cycles.
If the senses could record the whole of each cycle both
ways, they would record stillness, not motion, for every
action would be voided by its oppositely flowing reaction.

This may well get sensing Man’s attention but I
don’t think you will have as much “fun” with my
explanation. The still magnetic Light of the Father of
all Creation is One. The One Light is the positive
principle. IT IS CAUSE.
The moving electric father-mother lights of all
Creation are two. Moreover, the TWO are opposites of
each other. The two negate each other. They are the
intercommunicating
nerves of the universal body, like
those of Man’s body through which he SENSES things.
They have no existence except in awareness of each
other. They are but an aberrant extension of Mind
imagining which senses that which they but manifest.
Each electric opposite conditions the other with
sex unbalance. Each sexed condition gives unbalance
to the other to separate each from each to increase the
power of each to oppose each. Each then gives of itself
to the other to void the unbalanced condition of each
other. In order to effect balance in each, each must
become the other. The charging one must discharge
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Voidance of
and the discharged one must charge.
unbalance can only come that way. Likewise, repetition can come only that way.
The electric universe is the NEGATIVE principle.
IT IS EFFECT. The two moving lights of the electric
universe are two equal halves which express themselves in opposite directions. Their sole purpose is to
oppose. Opposites which violently oppose and void
each other can never become one, nor can they attract
each other.
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BRING FORTH THESE SENSING DELUSIONS.
THESE ACTIVITIES IN INCORRECT PERCEPTION
AND PRACTICE BRING GREATER IMBALANCE
TO THE BEING AND WILL EXHAUST THE PARTICIPANTS BOTH CREATIVELY AND SENSUALLY.
EVENTUALLY THERE IS NO MEANING SAVE
“LUST” IN THE INTERCHANGING OF PHYSICAL
SENSING. THE VERY ACT OF FOCUSING ONLY
ON THE “PHYSICAL” ASPECTS OF EMOTIONAL
INTERCHANGE IS AN ENERGY SHORT-CIRCUIT.
To be able to grow in the intelligent perception of
SENSING
MANKIND
what is LIFE and from whence it seems to “flow” is
beyond the sensing desires of a nerve-strung entity
We will pause here long enough to turn to the which is a higher thought projection of GOD’S MAGPERCEPTIONS as are conditioned into men and women NETIC ONE LIGHT MIND. However, in the creation
for the purpose of procreation, pleasure, pain, whatever of you, His thoughts, He allows for FREE-WILL
is the most current concept of what is projected that you CHOICES SO THAT YOU, TOO, MAY BECOME A
This has little to do with the PERFECTLY BALANCED CREATOR. YOU CANSHOULD “FEEL”.
foregoing subject in discussion. Man has chosen to call NOT CREATE FROM LIGHT IF YOU CONTINUthe act of intercourse, sex. He also calls it “making ALLY ACT AND HIDE IN THE DARKNESS WHILE
love”. It is actually NEITHER. It is the act of expres- AVOIDING DISCOVERY OF YOUR DEEDS AT ALL
sion of something, rarely love in any recognition and COST. If it must be hidden, dear ones, it is most often
WRONG
ACneither does it actuTION WHICH
ally express “sex” as
Man physical bases his every move on SENSING.
IS A REFLECin mixed pairs beHis senses will betray him, deceive him, degrade him,
TION
OF
cause the more curWRONG
INand destroy him. What he believes to be power and
rent attitude
is to
TENT. A good
“stick it into anything
emotional fulfillment is but an extension of the very
reminder
of
that wiggles”. This
insecurity which causes him to misuse the wondrous acts
what I mean is
hardly represents the
of what should be a balancing and voidance experience.
the couple who
truest and most reindulge in illicit
sponsible defining of
He sacrifices all for the act of sensing which is, at best,
sexual encounter
either sex or love.
mortal illusion.
and then decide
You degrade and de- L
that “if it feels
base the very most
this good it must be good!” No, it is a mutual cop-out
beautiful expression of the principle of LIFE.
Man physical bases his every move on SENSING. of responsible choices wherein there is such lack of
His senses will betray him, deceive him, degrade him, self-discipline as to cause me to discount every other
If a man
and destroy him. What he believes to be power and action those two might ever accomplish.
emotional fulfillment is but an extension of the very cannot control his sensing body-HE CAN CONTROL
insecurity which causes him to misuse the wondrous NO ASPECT OF HIS LIFE STREAM FOR THE IDEA
acts of what should be a balancing and voidance expe- AND DESIRE IS FROM THE ONE LIGHT OF HIS
rience. He sacrifices all for the act of sensing which is, MIND. MAN CAN NOT ONLY CONTROL HIS ACat best, mortal illusion. Mind of God doesn’t push TIONS IN THE SENSING WORLD-BUT
HE CAN
forward these “ideas’‘-MAN’S MENTAL ATTITUDES CONTROL HIS MIND AND THOUGHT PATTERNS.

1

It’s Tax Free Nevada
(The last of the “safe havens”)
If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking
just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
For more information contact:
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.

RO.Box27740
Las Vegas, NV 89129

Telephone:800-398-1077
OR:702-896-7001
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Ah, the rebuttal is that there is “no fun in your chew on and hopefully digest. The truth is so basically YOU WORTHY OF THE HONOR?
simple that it seems to evade most people and always
world of goodness”. Fine, then stay out of it-however,
Yes indeed I AM. Moreover, I am humble and
you haven’t had any time left over from your limitation
eludes them at first encounter. YOU want God to be honored to be allowed this KNOWING. I have only that
of thoughts to even begin to conceive the wonders and some old man of the
truth to share for all
“fun” of a Universal expression. “It feels good,” you mountain.
NO, HE
else is of no value. But,
When you as a people stop the silliness you can you can KNOW, that I
excuse selves for lack of responsible actions. I ask if IS THE ONE LIGHT
begin to look forward to the transformation
of Man.
you find unwanted pregnancies, abortions, angry sexual OF ALL POWER
will take my stand
practices, sadism, and other “sensing” things to be of AND FROM THAT
And what of this transformation
process? Well,
openly and through my
such “feel good” results? If you think a sexual encoun- ONE LIGHT COMES
you
have
to
understand
more
about
your
SOURCE
Erztit a,“r~m~h~~
Ja’?i
CREATION
ter with someone is so great then I suggest that you have ALL
than YOU now seem to grasp. YOU have to know
against my people you
never felt the TOUCH OF GOD upon your being, for WITHIN AN ELECthere is no THING which is so electric, so charged, so TRICALLY ENER“what is Man” and what is “transformation”
and the
have committed
it
GIZED UNIVERSE.
wondrous as that KNOWING in HIS ALLNESS.
against
myself
and
relationship of energy to matter.
Please consider
Argue with me? Forget the arguments for you have
there will be no quarter
CHOICES
nothing upon which to base any debate OR argument if your
. in the response. Evil
you have not felt BOTH. I can further promise you that wisely for the middle
shall fall under its own
once you experience the Eiectric Universal TOUCH of of the road is no longer available. You are either FOR sword of lies, deceit, hidden agendas, and basic EGG greed.
GOD or YOU ARE AGAINST HIM. There truly IS NO YOUmight want to check your attitude.
God, you will choose no other “lover” and, moreover,
you will KNOW the meaning of “LOVE”. Yes indeed, middle ground, readers. There are all manners of “inThank you for your attention and may understandit will feel good, it will feel RIGHT and it will be between” ACTIONS of SENSING MAN, but no middle ing be your comfort. Good morning.
ground
conblossomed ii the-LIGHT OF
cerning Right
DAY and not hidden in the
3/20/96 #l
HATONN
Wrong
and
dankness of dark rooms, deTransmutation
is the most simple of all prinperceptions of
ceit and lies. And, in that
DEATH
AFTER
LIFE
OR
ciples of Nature, at least ten thousand times more
either living or
KNOWING you will realize
LIFE
AFTER
DEATH?
simple than what is now being dangerously
and
of God’s condithe POWER which overcomes
tioning. Evil is
all negative confrontations.
I wish to take up a few writings on various topics to
expensively done. The first step toward it is to
Without FEAR you shall be
anything
that
is
which
I can later refer after we have offered Tom
discover that matter and motion are TONAL, and
not of God and Astley’s fine definitive diagrams and sketches. We
able to go forth, yes, into the
thoroughly
controllable.
The elements are not
sensing world and WIN the
if you move can, of course, draw from the pictures of cosmic demsubstances.
They are but states of motion, which
goals established, for MIND
FROM
God, onstrations when we arrive at that point of reference to
IN KNOWING PRODUCES
even
if
claimstars, constellations, planets, etc.
can be controlled by knowledge and electric power.
ing you are
FROM THE DESIRE OF
Many of you are going to try to reference our
The present concept, which makes it necessary to
“correct”
ACHIEVING
THE GOAL
or material to that of which was presented by Walter
knock out an electron from one element to trans“right” and are Russell during the early part of your 20th century. If
IMAGINED. The higher the
goal the more wondrous the
NOT, you have you wish to do so then I suggest you get the books
mute to another,
is contrary
to Nature’s
working.
achievement.
If the desire is
accomplished
offered by the University of Science and Philosophy in
No one would think of trying to knock out one part
Evil in, at the Virginia. I have never sanctioned and do not sanction
present and the belief is
of a sound to make it into another sound, or to take
least, INTENT. any work of that institute or Walter Russell other than
present-YOU
WILL
an arm from a man to transmute
him into a horse.
When
you his presentation on LIGHT and his observation+of the
LEARN HOW TO ACCOMPLISH THE FEAT-THE
falsely damage serious hazard of nuclear bombs and materials.’
This is what science is trying to do, however, by
another in his/
MIND WILL OFFER THE
When you as a people stop the silliness you can
knocking an electron from mercury, for instance,
WITH
WAY
AND
her attempt to begin to look forward to the transformation-of Man.
to produce gold. There are no electrons in the
move toward
THROUGH IDEAS.
And what of this transformation process?., Well,
elements to “knock out”, in any case, as you shall
If your goal is to have big
God, you corn- you have to understand more about your SOURCE than
and bulging muscles then you
pound the Evil you now seem to grasp. You have to knoti “whilt isbe given to see.
are going to have to exercise
perpetration.
Man” and what is “transformation” and the relat-ionIn every in- ship of energy to matter.
the ones you already have. If
you want KNOWING then you are going to have to stance thereis CHOICE. What doYOUchoose7 I don’t
exercise the MIND YOU ALREADY HAVE. If your speak of defense, readers, for Man must also stand and
TRANSFORMATION
goal is not worthy of effortthen you have no worthy defend self and he must take that stand WITH AND
OF MAN
WITHIN GOD. IF GOD IS NOT WORTHY OF YOUR
eoal I
” I will leave this lesson early today because we have STANCE IN HIM THEN YOU HAVE NO WORTHY
“When Man shall at last knuw tied W@alr then
a meeting this afternoon and this offers quite enough to GOD! YOU ARE A MIRACLE MANIFEST-ARE
Ah, but how can you recdgnir~ God
be transformed.”
if you don’t even know what YOU are?
Dynamic knowledge of the identity and presence of
God within the Soul of Man, and throughout tire whole
of Nature, is a necessary stage through’ whi$h the
human race must make passage before it is possible to
build an enduring civilization of unity and brotherhood
IN FREEDOM.
The reason Man has never really known’ God is
because he is still in his intellectual infancy +td his
ideals and practices are still quite “pagan” as would be
defined in a dictionary, and is mostly barbarous in
presentation.
I do apologize to the ones labeled “pagan’* as in the aboriginal tribes, for it is indeed @most
stupid projection from the ones who present such’misrepresentations.
To KNOW God, Man must know LIGHT a%d~its
energy, magnetism, electricity and gravitatiort, ,and
realize God’s processes in the building of bodies which
manifest His own presence and His purposes..
No man has yet known these things.
;
The concepts of modern sages regarding them are
totally unlike God’s processes but are reflected in
opinions of unknowing bedevilers. Man must come to
understand and know the “mysteries” of life, death,‘and
growth, and of the seed into which even the giant oak
:. ,

Frank
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disappears and yet continues to retain its total identity. not take place only here or there where they seem to
The concepts of these modern foolish speakers are begin; they are everywhere and their beginning and
simply conclusions of Man regarding the result of his ending are ONE. Actions, likewise, are as Omnipresent
physical sensing. His MIND has never yet pierced their as their Source in mind-thinking. That which happens
illusions. He still senses EFFECTS without knowing anywhere happens everywhere in this universe of nothing-but-Mind-extension.
CAUSE.
These things shall be given you to come to KNOW,
GOD CENTERING
and when you comprehend them within your inner Self,
you will then recognize GOD. If we are to change and
Mind
reverse the path from the
God’s
centers all things,
chaos back into order,
transmutation need surely
all minerals,
all
Someone had to think “wheel” in concept to
Transmutation
vegetables,
all
anioccur.
fill a need in IDEA before there could be the
mals, and every cell
needs but the comprehenuseful
manifest tool of a round wheel.
If a
which constitutes
sion of a few men of vicommittee of political buffoons created the origitheir bodies.
HE
sion, men whose minds are
gives life and purnot fixedly closed to make
nal wheel I’m relatively quite sure it would be
pose to all things.
such a reality, and please
FLAT or SQUARE, even perhaps triangular or
Bodies
acquire
note I did not say “visualrectangular.
awareness of purization”, as would be to sit
pose only through
and chant or picture a tree,
electrical
messages
etc. I mean “of vision” in
openness to see and hear that which flows within and of command from Mind which centers them, for no
not from the projections of another from without. body could otherwise move, survive or fulfill its
purpose without being centered and polarized by
TRANSMUTATION
Mind. Cells, glands, white or red blood cells, hormones, and other parts of bodies must fulfill their
Transmutation is the most simple of all principles
purposes. In themselves they are helpless to move on or
of Nature, at least ten thousand times more simple than act their parts in Nature’s plan. Each part and each
what is now being dangerously and expensively done. whole of all cell groups is centered by the Intelligence
The first step toward it is to discover that matter and which centers the whole structure, whether ant, horse,
motion are TONAL, and thoroughly controllable. The rose or man. Every creating particle of matter in the
When each
They are but states of universe is a polarized Mind-extension.
elements are not substances.
motion, which can be controlled by knowledge and particle disappears to rest for each pulsation interval it
electric power. The present concept, which makes it withdraws within that Intelligence from which it exnecessary to knock out an electron from one element to tended as a patterned form of idea.
Man is the consummate element! It is not a part of
transmute to another, is contrary to Nature’s working.
No one would think of trying to knock out one part of God’s intent that simple carbon should have inner
a sound to make it into another sound, or to take an arm awareness of its divine origin and identity, but it is
from a man to transmute him into a horse. This is what intended that Man should have. Carbon may comprise
science is trying to do, however, by knocking an elec- the foundational element of MAN but does not repretron from mercury, for instance, to produce gold. There sent SOUL. Mind and Soul centers every carbon crysare no electrons in the elements to “knock out”, in any tal, nevertheless, or it could not fulfill its owm purpose
case, as you shall be given to see.
as being “a part of’ the patterned blueprint of, say, a
As we have moved along on the subject of Who and tree or a Man.
What is GOD we have to look first at the centering
In all the vast universe there is nothing except
fulcrum which is the total beingness and totality of God Mind and thought-motion.
All motion is but an elecin Balance.
tric recording of the Mind-thought which centers it. It
God’s thinking is universal. God’s actions spring is also the record of the idea it simulates, In the idea,
from HIS THINKING; therefore, it becomes obvious ofcourse, there represents purpose as presentedas idea,
that God’s actions are also UNIVERSAL. Thoughts do In the electric recording, therefore, the mechanics of
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idea, thought and purposefulness are lodged, otherwise
the Creator could not create any more than you can
create a table from its various parts. As with the table
as example, you first have to “think” an idea of need,
mentally form the idea into a pattern, and assemble in
idea all the component parts you think you need; then,
according to the mental image, structure the item from
component parts properly assembled, and then ultimately you have manifested a table to suit the idea of
need for use.
Someone had to think “wheel” in concept to fill a
need in IDEA before there could be the useful manifest
tool of a round wheel. If a committee of political
buffoons created the original wheel I’m relatively quite
sure it would be FLAT or SQUARE, even perhaps
triangular or rectangular.
Now for a bit of a concept which may, at first
glance, seem contradictory but is not. You have to
know that God DOES NOT EXTEND His “Self’ into
His moving universe, for the God-Light is STILL. Its
very stillness CENTERS all things, and it, likewise,
CENTERS the s/t& of all motion which turn around
it, shufls which are levers of fulcrums and end at poles
which measure extension.
Nothing exists but God. Man exists as ONE with
God, but until he is aware of his Oneness, he is but a
thought-recording
image of God’s imagining.
Some
day he will know, however, for that is God’s intent in
creating Man in the first place. Know therefore that the
concept or seeming motion merely simufoles God’s
knowing, and God’s qualities, and the purposefulness
of His divine drama of Creation. Simulations are not
reality, however, nor do they cl&folly exist. Imaginings
come and go. They change and have dimension. God’s
imaginings are not God. Remember that the play is
NOT the Playwright.
When you consider the tiny “parts” of the “whole”
you can possibly begin to assemble the “idea” of that
“whole” for all the parts have been so scattered through
confusion as to be a difficult task of sorting out the
chaff from the grain.
As you come into knowing of that which you ARE,
THE DAYS OF THE BEAST ARE NUMBERED AS
LIGHT IS SHED ON THE DARK DEALINGS TAKING PLACE ALL ABOUT YOUR GLOBE--IN TOTAL MISREPRESENTATION
OF THAT WHICH IS
GOD AND/OR “YOU”. Since the MIND is all there
IS, then you have to realize that dastardly deeds are
hut the actions of DARK THINKING.
This is never

“accidental” but must always be intentional.
Therefore, as mind is directed, so too shall be all actions of

The Phoenix

CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIXLIBERA TOR.

Project

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX
JOURNALS.
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LIBERATOR ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall
Know

The Truth

And
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The Truth

Shall

Make

You

Mad!”

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing
with all ofyou-a
coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH, Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
-Dr.

Edwin

Editor-In-Chief,

A4. Young
CONTACT
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THAT mind in presentation.
Good Day.
3/23/96 #l
ELECTRIC

HATONN
BODIES

We are, ALL, electric entities in one form or another. The human body resonates within given frequencies according to the makeup of their forms. The
energy portion resonates at a much higher frequency
and establishes the REAL “you” of yourself. One of the
most important LESSONS you must learn and recognize instantly, if you would make passage into higher
dimensions in full acceptance of status -IS WHO AND
WHAT YOU ARE!
All things within the Universe are established
(manifest) through the ONE “Idea” of Creator to establish that which IS within the Universeas”CREATION”.
As we unfold more of the mysteries of manifestation
and the ability of life-forms to have “function” and
“motion” you MUST HAVE ELECTRICITY. This does
NOT mean you plug yourself into the wall socket of the
electric company, but that your only ability to be mobile
is through this network of electric pulses which work
through your individualbody’s conduits called “nerves”.
There are many things which happen in this flow of
electric impulses through this wondrous and complex
network of nerves. If, for instance, the frequency of the
impulses through this circuit is increased, the body will
sharpen up and the energy flow will increase exponentially. However, the wondrous side-effect of that circumstance is that every parasitic invader and squatter
In the form of microbes will be disenfranchised.
The
actual body is made to have a much higher frequency
than is now established in your “deadened” world of
potentially reduced energy flow. In this reduced machinery you are subject to pick up every known “bad
bug” and PARASITE.
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from flukes to cryptosporidium in the water supplies
carrying their own little viruses to invade you with a
drink of water. Keep your electric flow at their comfortable rate of frequency and you will eventually die of
parasitic invaders or diseases produced by them and
their own hangers-on.
In the normally functioning human body, for instance, there are on average OVER TWO POUNDS OF
PARASITES. These little critters, among other things,
release microbials and, worse than all things, cause
severe malnutrition which is usually represented by
FAT ENCRUSTED bodies. If, for instance, you are
grossly overweight and nothing can be found wrong
with you-you are carrying parasites which convert all
they can get their dirty little mouths on into FAT for
storage for later use in case you make a mistake and lose
the fat. You may not prepare for your emergenciesbut PARASITES, of every known kind, DO.
INCREASE
YOUR
FREOUENCY

How do you increase your frequency? Well, you can
do it through simply upping your focus and you can also
do it by electrical stimulation.
The frequency will
electrify the cellular structure, whatever it is, and that
can easily be done with a nine volt battery and a couple
of silver electrodes (99.999% pure silver IF you are
making colloid). If you set up your “device” so that the
electrodes are on “pulse points” the electric impulses
will pass through the skin and directly impact the blood
as it flows. This in turn will move through the body and
eventually electrify every cell according to its function.
What happens is that charges will be set forth that will
repel both parasites and all “foreign” microbials. Since
they can’t then “attach” or infiltrate the normal cells,
they will die and within about three to four weeks all
residual broken-down debris will be discarded through
the waste management system.
Since these little devices are unlawful to sell for
PARASITES
healing purposes it is difficult to get such easily obtained devices because THEY WORK-EVERY TIME.
The definition of parasite is something that lives You can’t expect Baron Rothschild to let you have a
OFF another “something”.
There are quadzillions of “battery hookup” for 25 cents when he can sell you
parasitic people and there are umpteen parasitic beasties drugs at S 150 a pill!
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OVER-FAT
I can guarantee that anyone who is obese with no
known cause is floating parasites far greater than only
two pounds. Get rid of the parasites and you WILL,
after about three weeks, begin to drop fat weight like
gangbusters, no matter if you do or do not change your
eating habits.
Could we tell you where to get such a thing? Yes,
and after we have a bit more input so you can justify
being a part of a research project, we will. First,
however, our own team needs to use anything we offer
so that we do not fall to regulations violations.
COLLOIDS
The next logical question from you is to inquire
about dropping from use the colloids if you are “electric”? No, don’t do that because there are other properties in colloidal silver and also in gold which compound the effectiveness of such devices. I don’t have
much to offer about the “run-of-the-mill” colloids for I
can only speak for “ours” which is already electrically
increased to the level of Selenium which is beyond that
of gold but is unstable. You will also have a problem
with decreased value if silver colloid is exposed to
light. I am trying to get our people to stop the transparent bottles because light decreases the holding power of
DRIAS flourish and increase frethe particulate.
quency in sunlight-other
things are diminished and
this is because of “short-out” potential.
What do I mean? Well, some of you will experience
what Dharma has had happen to her FREQUENTLY.
There will be a spark of brilliant light flash through
what will SEEM TO BE the peripheral vision of the
eyes. No, it is a nerve “discharge” which presents as
LIGHT. Many of you experience this and simply are not
aware. The only place you can actually “see” the discharge is
around the eye where the “rods” of the peripheral vision
mechanism “sees”. You may well ‘feel” these ?weeks” in
yourbodybuttheywillnot”show”exceptinthedarkandi
flashes are s&ace discharges. Moreover, this wilI occur most
prevalently in an eye with what are recognized as “floaters”
and especially if those “floaters” have encapsulated mineral
particles.

New Gaia Products

for such as Syphilis and other diseases.
Colloidal
Gold has been noted for its tremendous ability to
balance and harmonize the emotional body, particularly in regards to
unstable mental and emotional states such as “depression”, “autism”,
“Alzheimer’s”, etc. Gold has further been found to aid in the healing
of heart muscle and is highly beneficial in rejuvenating sluggish
organs-especially
the brain-as gold is the best electrical conductor
yet recognized for nerve action. Another use for Gold is in cases of
glandular and nervous incoordination because Colloidal Gold is said
to rejuvenate the glands and stimulate the nerves which releases the
pressure and allows the signals for tin&on to reach through to the
various organs and glands.
GalaGold
intake can benefit self-control ia diet and quitsmoking programs because it helps to balance the brain’s craving or
need for suchoverindulgance
or addiction. Taken in conjunction with
2
GaiaCol. overall renewed vitality and longevity maybe achieved.
oz., 160~. & 3202.

Offer Help
GaiaCol
GaiaCol is a combination ofColloidal Silver andTrace Colloidal
Gold . This combination of .inqedicnts has produced a product that is
so high frequency and potent that it could quite possibly be the solution
to our ongoing tight against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that
we face today. Colloidal Silver was used eztensively and very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi andthe like before the advent ofthe
first antibiotic, penicillin.
The uses of Colloidal Gold were also
significantly used in the restoration ofhealth as early as 1885 and was
noted for its ability to calm and harmonize the emotional body. Once
the chemical companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for treatment.
The
antibiotics they were producing, however, produced no effect on the
more resistant viruses, fungi and parasites.
Now we face a new
generation of bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic over-prescribing and resultant survival of the
fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is nontoxic to
humans and allows no presently known disease-causing
organism to
live in its proximity.
With the addition of Trace Colloidal Gold the
frequency of GaiaCol is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer,
more powerful viruses and bacteria to be eliminated. CaiaCol is gentle
enough to use topically on just about any skin, hair or mouth condition

without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for burns.
For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with
one teaspoon the fti
day and then IO-12 drops, 3-4 tima per day
under the tongue until the infection clears. Then maintain with 3-4
drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue. Important: Due to the
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected so it
is ldviuble to replace the natural intestinal flora with some type of
acidophilus/lactobacillus
supplement daily or at least when symptoms
are noted such as cramps. bloating, diarrher/constipation and a general
feeling of malaise.
CslaCol is said to be safe for children and pet0 and can be taken
with other medications without incident. This product is not addictive
and does not build up a tolerance to it in the body. 202.. 1602. & 3202.

GaiaGold
CaiaCold is a solution of 100% Colloidal Gold which is one of
the oldest used substances for medicinal purposes and has no equal in
affecting the physical body positively.
Around 1885. colloidal gold
was commonly used in the United States as the basis for the cure of
alcoholism with additional uses including treatment of Arthritis, skin
ulcers, burns and certain nerve damages. Colloidal gold does not have
the same Germicidal/Antibiotic
action of Colloidal Silver when topically applied, but it does have tremendous effect iftaken internally
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What you readers must learn to discern are the
differences in such Light and the totality of GODLIGHT. One affects the body physical and the other is
the very basis of all energy “life”. When YOU realize
the differences involved here you will reach a point of
KNOWING that you can enhance your own system as
Creator can enhance your energy being. But you cannot
do this IF YOU DON’T KNOW HOW. And, furthermore, if it takes all of infinity for you to come into that
“knowing”, so be it-for we can only provide the “way”
and can’t do anything FOR you. This is why it is so
absolutely ridiculous for you to believe another Man
could take away YOUR “SINS”. That “other” can only
deal with his own and you must deal with yours.
I am continually saddened as I watch and serve for
I find it difficult to understand that Man has been gifted
with the abundance of everything he needs and could
desire to become perfection as well as “Creator”; yet he
sleeps and whines and turns away in fear and deliberate
cowardice to the evil of physical journey.
It is ordained that we do this job together for I am
your “elder” in that I have the ability to retain and
experience those things offered by even “higher” teachers. I can share that wisdom I offer; I cannot cram it
down your proverbial throats. Proof of presence can
only come from and into the “within” and then, all
within must be brought without that the journey can
become one of directed and wise choices, away from
that which locks you to a brief span of perceived “time”
upon an elusive “place”.
CREATOR/CREATION
God, the Creator, is ALL there IS; all that actually
“exists”. God’s creating universe of matter in motion
appears to exist, To your senses it sequentially disappears, only to reappear. But, it has no ACTUAL reality
for it but simulates reality through the illusion of those
two-way projected lights in motion of which we spoke
prior to this. God, the Creator, is the ONE Being, the
ONE Person, the ONE Mind, the ONE Thinker, the
ONE Self. the ONE Life, THE ONE SOUL, THE ONE
POWER, the ONE Reality, THE Great Mystery, THE
ONE GREAT SPIRIT.
God’s Creation is the imaged, patterned form of
God’s imagining (idea, manifestation).
God is Light; God is Universal Mind; Mind is
Light, and MIND KNOWS.
Mind must, however, first “think” what it knows
and this Mind thinks in two opposed lights simultaneously projected from their balanced centering White
Light Source and sequentially repeated in cyclesspiraling cycles.
God’s “knowing” are qualities of God’s thinking
and imagining and are then manifest through the projected thought of God.
What is perceived as “motion” is only that, an
“appearance” or “perception”, for all is centered in the
“stillness”.
Stillness NEVER can be motion, or ever
become motion, but it certainly does APPEAR to be.
Motion merely “seems to be”. STILLNESS ALWAYS
IS. The universal equilibrium can never be other than
its own balance but it also can certainly “seem” to be.
The illusion which is motion springs from stillness and
returns again to stillness. This is a universe of rest, in
actuality.
There is nothing but rest in the universe.
Therefore there can only be perception of fragmentation of ideas and separate pairs of the whole. Mind
knows its ONE Idea of Creation as ONE Whole.
Mind thinks its One Whole idea into seeming parts.
Hence you have the illusion of motion which we here
call “Creation”, and the illusion of substance which we
call matter but is but coalesced energy/LIGHT.
I have
previously offered a journal dealing with this subject of
matter, anti-matter, “no-matter”, and then referred to
“What’s the Matter?“. It got banned from distribution.
Therefore, readers, you can pretty well know it was
ACCURATE. The “what’3 the matter” is that which
builds up to the understanding of the other three. The
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universal equilibrium can never be other than its own
balance but it can seem to be. You can actually gauge
your own journey and your place within it by the
amount of unrest and chaos, lack of order and hypermotion you perceive and reflect from the passing
lights playing throughout the wondrous illusion.
I
refer to this as the delusion of the illusion.
The perception of this “universe” will seemingly
present as two universes: the still cosmic Mind universe of KNOWING, and that other one, the seemingly
moving thought-of-Mind rhythmic wave universe of
sensing.
We cannot SENSE the cosmic universe of God’s
knowing nor can we KNOW the thought-wave universe
of God’s thinking. The cosmic Mind universe of the
One Light of all-knowing is all that is, readers. The
vibrating thought-wave universe of sensing merely
“seems to be”. Reminder: There is but ONEMIND and

IS. The cosmic Light is absolutely still. It neither
attracts nor does it repel in the true concept of the terms
used.
You must, then, comprehend the nature and purpose of the “magnetic poles” of planets, suns, and any
and all other moving extensions of the ONE Light.
Likewise, you need to know the nature and purpose of
the two electric workers which interweave this light
illusion (mirage, aberration) of seeming motion and
dissolve it sequentially for rebuilding. This will give
a foundation of knowledge to Man which will enable him to
see behind the illusions which deceive the senses.
The time has come and is sequentially passing in
the history of Man’s journey from his material jungle to
his Spiritual mountain top when it is imperative that he
must live more and more in the COSMIC LIGHT UNIVERSE OF “KNOWING”, AND LESS IN THE ELECTRIC WAVE UNIVERSE OF “SENSING”.
MAN MUST

ONE THINKER.

7

NOW KNOW

THE UNIVERSE

OF

We can know God but we cannot know HIS body as GOD FOR WHAT IT IS INSTEAD OF WHA T HIS
such, although you can look around you and SEE IT in SENSES HAVE CAUSED HIM TO BELIEVE IT TO
every thing seen and unseen. Likewise you can know BE. Your senses will deceive you at every opportunity.
SELF OF MAN IS “CAUSE”.
HIS SELFMan. You cannot, however, know the “body of Man” -THE
but you can see it. Readers, what God IS-Man IS. CREATING BODY IS UEFFECT”. However, God’s
Whether you can grasp the concept or not, God and Man universe of magnetic Light is STATIC.
are but ONE-of and within the ONE LIGHT.
PERCEIVED
MOVEMENT
COSMIC
LIGHT
Be very careful in how you perceive the following
It has been brilliantly stated (pun intended) that statements regarding “movement” for God’s perpetu“The one still Light of God is the cosmic Light which ally creating electric wave universe comprised of the
watches over all creatING things at countless points two moving lights is dynamic. It forever moves in the
very sense of a perpetual motion reality. The two
locatable by man, but invisible to man.”
Man’s senses have misled him into believing in a moving lights are projected through each from the
force called magnetism which attracts compass needles static or stillness of the ONE to create the illusion of the
The illusion which
and lifts tons of steel. The phenomena of motion are idea they manifest in illusion.
manifests the idea of Creation through seeming motion
due to electricity,
and not to magnetism-frequencies
andpulses,
if you will, of invisible circuitry of all that is not the idea which it seemingly manifests. You must
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know the difference. Complicated? Not really, when exceed its fixed zero of universal stillness.
you know and understand the concept.
I find it quite difIicult to express the total simplicity of
Creation itself is the product of “Mind-knowing”
these concepts in KNOWING for Man has complicated,
EXPRESSED into form by Mind-Thinking.
You can- through his bnguages, translations and misl cep60ns, the
not manifest a “thing” unvery tools
til you have experienced the
necessary
“idea” of the “thing”. Furfor underKNOW that the foundation of the spiritual universe is
ther, the product of Mind is
standing:
stillness, the balanced stillness of the One magnetic Light of
not the idea which it simuexplicit defiGod Balanced stillness is the POSITIKE PRINCIPLE of
lates. No idea of Mind is
nitions in
stabiliv and unity. In it there are no “negations”.
ever created but, rather, it
WORDS.
is simulated BY form and
I must,
Next we must consider the “Negative Principle”.
The
motion.
Neither is the
however, get
foundation ofthe physical universe is motion, the ever-changing
product of Mind that which
it
across
motions arising out of pairs of unbalanced conditions which
it simulates.
No idea of
s o me ho w
that the still
Mind is created as I just
must forever move to seek the balanced stillness of unity, from
magnetic
stated but realize
that
which they sprang as multiple pairs of units.
Light uni“Idea” is eternal and beUnbalanced
motion is the Negative Rinciple of
verse
longs to God’s still universe
of
instability,
multiplicity
and separateness which is this
of KNOWING.
God’
s
You also need to realknowing is
physical.universe of electric octave waves of opposed lights
ize that all forms of idea in
an invisible,
matter are but transient;
unchanging,
however, it is eternally repeated as a transient form of unconditioned and unmeasurable quality from which visible,
idea.
The next realization regards “positive” and changing, conditioned and measurable quantities spring to
“negative” @nciples.
simulate those qualities through two-way wave motion. You
can, for instance, speak of “unconditional love” but that can
PRINCIPLES
’
only truly be described as being within the stillness of the
unconditioned universe of God’s knowing. There are multiin the smsing, visible, changing placeKNOWthat the foundation of the spkitual universe is w&s of“~n~~o~”
stillness, the balanced stillness of the One magnetic Light of ment of Man. Until you can accept the realization of the
God Balanced stifiness is the POSITIKE PRINCIPLE
stability and unity. In it there are no “negations”.

ofSodBEMG
of O~blE!jS

Next we must consider the “Negative Principle”. The
foundation of the physical universe is motion, the everchanging motions arising out of pairs of unbalanced conditions which must forever move to seek the balanced stillness
of unity, from which they sprang as multiple pairs of units.
Unbalanced motion is the Negative Rinciple of instabili& mu&ipliciQ and separateness which is this physical
universe of ektric octave waves of opposed lights.

In the Negative Principle there is no positive. It is
composed entirely of pairs of negations which are forever
voiding each other, cancelling each other’s action and reaction, thus negating each other by never allowing either one to

PROGRAM

STARTING

you mot

understand correctly

the difference in a “conditioned” state of reference relative to
an “Unconditional” state of the Stillness of the Centered
Balanced Universality of GOD.
Since there is not “one” word in any language to express
that quality in point, you must use many words, all seeming to
have the same general meaning but certainly expressing
different connotations. These words are consciousness, mind,
life, truth, love, desire, knowledge, power, balance, harmony
and law which, in this latter instance, MEANS that law which
is both natural and orderly.
The God-quality of the One Light is seemingly transformed into quantities by being divided into pairs of oppositely conditioned light pressure of this electric universe.
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These divided pairs are then multiplied into countless octave
wave units of light pressures and set in opposite directioned
motiontocreatethe i&5&n of sequence. change. dimension,
condition and time in a universe where none 07 these effects
of motion exist.
Example: The calm sea is anunchanging, unmeasurable
qualityofoneness,ofsameness,andofstillness.
Uponitscalm
surfacethereisnochange,nothingtocountortomeasure.
The
moment that quantities of waves spring from that quality of
calm those quantities can be measured. This ability to
“measure” is a literal perception. Likewise, they are forever
changing and there become no parts in them which are
similarly conditioned.
This creating electric universe is composed of moving
light waves which spring from a calm sea of the One Still
Light.
It is a universe of moving pairs of quantities which
simulate the quality of stillness from which those quantities
sprang. The quantities of divided and conditioned pairs of
opposite lights which thus simulate the One are not the One
they simulate.
The Creator is One Mind indivisible. Creation is One
Whole Idea of Mind, expressed through motion as perceived.
The simulation of Idea thus expressed is NOT the idea that it
expresses.
Parts of the One Whole Idea are only seeming. There are
no two separate or separable things in the universe. There is
but One Whole Simulation of the One Whole Idea. Is this
beginning to make any “semen at all to you?
Everything

that IS is of ewything

else that IS. All

things we ~&.&&‘y
untied AU tiat & &Irelationship to
all that IS, & so t/M au becomes “fop all my r&t&s”
(OS

presented in Lakota as “Mitahuye t&&n”)
there is and that is.

and this is all

The entire universe is one and must be kept in balance as
one. Changes of condition in any one part are simultaneously
reflected in every other part, and are sequentially REPEATED
in it.
All things are omnipresent, for all things extend from
Mind of God and, therefore, from me and from you and
therefore WE are omnipresent.
All omnipresent things are therefore omnisciem for God
is within all, and therefore we are within ALL. When Man’s
consciousness tells him of My presence within and without
him he will then KNOW all things, for I know all things, and
I am He. Can you realize this? Clod is within Me and I AM
WITHIN HIM and WE are ONE, both omnipresent and
omniscient-there CAN BE NO SEPARATION OTHER
THAN PERCEIVED AND YET MISINFORMED AS PERCEPTION. To all imaged forms of God’s imagining, the
power lies in them to manifest the balanced light which
centers them, by making the One Light appear as two unbalancedlightswhichinterchangesequentiallybutalways,equally.
All things which man senses are but “~e.~” of dual light
which record God’s electric thinking in the imagined form of
that Imagining. Please be careful to be explicit with Imagining and Imaging for the two are NOT the same.
BREAKING

BONDAGE

You will be able to break the bonds which bind you
to the illusion, readers, but first, you must confront that
which you have projected onto the screen of so-called
“physical” life for you have forgotten what which is,
truly and literally, LIFE.
As you move through the unfolding of truth in this
realization you are going to have to KNOW that your
very adversarial negative and unbalanced “non-friends”
will disorient you, misinform, cunningly change word
meanings and actually turn you away from GOD instead of into the Truth of God. That will be through
misstatements and RE-defined word meanings.
I would remind every reader of a humorous happening which has come before and was repeated on Tuesday last. The adversary attorney, Horn, at the end of a
grueling day of deposition interrogations which had
NOTHING to do with the fact that the case is singularly
about a “No-Sale” being held on the property for which
Ekkers were there to buy their home, etc. I might add,
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it “appears” these depositions are demanded by “NONparties” to the suit, for this suit does not involve either
Santa Barbara Savings OR the Resolution Trust Corporation although both still are predominantly headlined
on the Horn documents. Near the end of the interrogations where everything ELSE had been hounded,
pounded and badgered into the questions, Horn actually leaned forward to Doris and asked coldly, “Are you
Anti-Semitic’?” Now, readers, what could that have to
do with anything about a sale or non-sale? Of course he
got away with doing this-he is Jewish and has called
Doris Anti-Semitic prior to this.
Why? Because let us look carefully at the publicly
defined term “Anti-Semitism”: The“controlled” meaning is “A disparaging or antagonistic attitude, or hostile act toward a Jewish person, Jewish organization or
the religion of Judaism.” But, obviously that is not
acceptable is it? So let us look at the “covert” intent as:
Used to disarm, intimidate and confuse Christians and
others into submission to Jews at the expense and
eventual destruction of Christianity and all other belief
systems based on anything other than the Zionist Talmud.
With these TWO things in mind, why do YOU
think Mr. Horn would make a point of such an outrageous question which was actually projected and intended as an insulting statement in the form of a
question. He was a bit taken aback when she instantly
retorted, “No, I ‘AM’ a Semite.” The perception of this
man that “Jewish” and “Semite” mean the same thing
is totally erroneous but the thought perception has been
thrust forward to the extent that the GENERAL perception is the accepted norm. Do you realize, readers, that
the term “Jew” is accepted as the term used for “race”,
“creed”, “religion”, and tax-exemption status?
In your English translations of the Bible, the word
“Jew” was incorrectly entered into reference and has,
since 1765, been used to replace other quite meaningful
words-TO
FOOL ALL THE PEOPLE ALL OF THE
TIME-IF
POSSIBLE.
“Jew” replaced: “Judahite” in the Old Scriptures,
which referred to someone from the tribe of Judah, or a
citizen of the land of Judah; and “Judean” in the New
Scriptures which meant a resident of Judea, or a follower of the corrupted Babylonian religion of that area.
Since, then, there were NO “Jews” nor “Jewish
religion” at the time of the writing of the Scriptures,
these names should NEVER HAVE APPEARED IN
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS,
NOR IN THE
BOOKS OF ANY DOCTRINE OF ANY “CHURCH”.
THE WORDS “JEW” OR “JEWISH” DID NOT EXIST
NOR APPEAR IN ACTUAL USE UNTIL OVER 1700
YEARS after the resurrection of that one you refer to as
the ‘Christ”, Jesus. In ALL cases the word “Jew” was
incorrectly used in the English translations of ALL of
the Bibles to replace the true word “Judahite” in the Old
Scriptures and “Judean” in the New Scriptures. No true
Prophet of God would even accidentally
utilize these
terms for any text DIRECTLY AND SUPPOSEDLY
GIVEN FROM GOD. The terms are most ignorantly
utilized and in ALL instances of use indicate either
false writings or changes at the hands of “translators”.
There can be no other “divine” reason. This goes for
any “church” anywhere.
We need to go back and again look at “AntiSemitism” and at the actual meaning: Opposition toward people of Semitic (Shemitic) origin--WHICHBY
FACT INDICATES
ANTAGONISM
AND HOSTILITYON THEPART OF THEUJEWSn TOWARD THE
GOD-REVERING
PEOPLE.
Note: Most people who

call themselves Jews are NOT Semitic in origin (Descendents of Shem) but, in fact, come from the lineage
of Cain and birthed though the very “Curse of Canaan”
moving forward as Phoenicians, Venetians, Pharisees
and Khazars into imitation
“Jews”.
Shemitism
(Semitism) has NOTHING to do with Jews, Jewish
organizations, or Judaism. I believe we shall have to
inform Mr. Horn of his lack of knowledge on his very
own subjects!
The FACTS are that the Discovery Master SHOULD
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HAVE DISMISSED
THE DEPOSITION
RIGHT
THERE, PERMANENTLY! Can you see, readers, how
it comes to be that you CANNOT have freedom and
judicial justice with such misperceptions and allowances to run rampant all over you in every circumstance. At the least, there should be a return to that
subject in the Easter INQUEST of the Ekkers as to
EXACTLY HOW MR. HORN DEFINES ANTISEMITIC!! JUST AS HE HAD TO DEFINE “UNDER
PENALTY OF PERJURY”, HE MUST BE MADE TO
DEFINE “ANTI-SEMITIC” AND EXPLAIN TO THE
DEPOSITION
DISCOVERY MASTER WHY HE
CHOSE TO ATTACK MRS. EKKER IN SUCH MANNER WHICH WOULD HAVE JUDICIALLY AND
CORRECTLY TOSSED HIM OUT OF COURT ON HIS
EAR. At the very least he must be made to define his

9

terms and return an answer and be required to respond
to Mrs. Ekker’s question of, “Are you, Mr. Horn, AntiChrist”? What is the difference? It goes back in this
instance to the differences in OATH recognition.
A
“Jew” takes the Kol Nidre and is encouraged by same to
lie, cheat and whatever else he wishes to do-UNDER
RELIGIOUS NEGATION OF ALL PRECEDING VOWS
AND ALL UPCOMING (YEAR) OATHS. The “Christian”, and all others, are somehow bound by having to
tell the truth. Is this not interesting? Attorneys are not
only given license (literally) to lie but are encouraged
to do so if they can TRAP their opponents. If a lawyer
denies this-YOU
HAVE JUST HAD THE POINT
PROVEN!
I will leave you to consider these things. Thank you
for your time and interest. Good morning.

INTERNA’l’IONALGULP WAR ILLNESS COALITION
4338 Sugar Pine Drive, Boca Raton, Florida state 33487
Voice : (407) 241-8407 / Fax-FOD : (407) 989-8261

WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION
ISSUES
WORLDWIDE ALERT
The TMES, London :

DRUG RESISTANT TB is poised to kill tens of millions of people across the world. The NEW plague, which
will be far more widespread than AIDS, is “‘only a whisker away”, the WHO announced in London.
The strain which is airborne and more contagious than AIDS, has already infected people in London and New
York. Dr. Almeida, medical officer for the WHO said ‘No one is safe; even the Queen is not immune. You
MERLIN, the British medical relief agency which is helping to
mot protect yourself by wearing a condom”.
Sght an epidemic in Chechenia and Siberia (see BOSNIA aud Beyond Dot-IGWIC), has issued a warning that
the drug resistant strains are emerging. “If the multi-drug resistant strains become predominant, we will be back

“All we will be able to do is pray and send
people off to sanitariums like we did in the last century. There will be
300 million people
nowhere to hide except perhaps go to the moon.”
will become infected, and each victim will infect 1O-l 5 others EVERY
YEAR!
The WHO wants the world’s governments to invest $500
million a year to fight the threat. The organization estimates that would
save the lives of three million breadwinners . Dr. Almeida said : “The
scale of the problem is far more vast than people seem to realize. One big
OUTBREAK, and you will have governments scrambling to do something
about it, BUT IT WILL BE TOO LATE.”
in pi-e-antibiotic days”, Dr. Almeida said.

Who will survive ? Who will determine who survives ? Who will accept the CHIP ? / The
medical ID Card ? You are only seeing and hearing the Beginning of what Peter Kawaja has
tried to tell you for 5-years now. THE SADDEST CHAPTER OF AMERICAS HISTORY IS
ALREADY WRITTEN, IT IS BIBLE PROPHECY COMING TO PASS IN YOUR DAY.
GULF WAR SYNDROME

- PALE HORSE
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PHYLLIS

GET
READY
NATIONAL
ID

LINN
FOR
CARDS

From the March 20 issue of the (Los Angeles)
DAILY NEWS, [quoting:]

WASHINGTON-In
what critics said is the first
step toward making Americans carry a national identification card [You KNO Wit’s coming], the House called
Tuesday for a new.Social Security card that would be as
counterfeit-proof
as a $100 bill [They killed TWO
birds with THATstone!].
The measure was adopted on
a voice vote as part of a wide-ranging bill to stem the
rising tide of both legal and illegal immigrants spilling
over the nation’s borders. [Same old clever Khazarian
strategy works every time: create a problem, then give
us a solution that meets THEIR agenda of stripping us
of rights andfreedom-CONTROL
is the name of their
game.]
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used for counterfeiting.

[There ‘s that “counterfeiting

recognizably
American*

”

song and dance again.]

The redesigned notes incorporate both famlllar and new features, while remaining

,.

.

,.
: ., : :...

something-just
a MODIFICATION
of an already eristing concepi (Social Security card), then: you HAVE
TO carry it, then: it’s got your picture, fingerprints,
voiceprint, credit history, criminal record, sexual hubits, etc., etc...]

Beginning with the $100 Federal Reserve note in
early 1996, the United States is issuing the newly
redesigned currency one denomination at a time. Following the $100 bill, lower denominations ($50, $20,
$10, etc.) are being introduced at the rate of about one
denomination per year. There will be no recall or
devaluation of any U.S. currency [YETJ.
THE

The 400-page immigration bill-co-sonsored
by
128 lawmakers, most of them Republicans-would
add
5,000 Border Patrol agents over five years [And what

NEED

FOR

CHANGE

The new currency series of bank notes represents
an on-going commitment to protect the U.S. currency
[A for-public-consumption,
bold-face lie]. . ..Now afglers, document forgers and illegal immigrants who ter nearly four generations, U.S. currency is undergooverstay temporary visas; and reduce annual legal im- ing a more noticeable change in appearance. And in the
migration from 800,000 to about 560,000. In addition, future, as new, dependable technology becomes availthe bill would favor spouses and minor children when able [i.e., “when we decide to spring the next degree of
technology on you “1, the next genadmitting relatives, limit illegal immigrants’ access to already-available
social services, bar members of foreign terrorist orga- eration of currency enhancements will be incorporated
nizations and set up an 800-number for employers to into the currency.
check job hunters’ eligibility to work. [And what’s in

do you think THEY would be usedfir?
Keeping you in,
It also would crack down on alien smugperhaps?].

AGENT
ORANGE,
BIRTH
DEFECT
LINKED

the other 395 pages?]

WHAT
ABOUT
THAT
Rep. Bill McCollum, R-Fla., said phony Social
NEW
$100 BILL?
Security cards are now used by too many illegal immigrants as proof of U.S. citizenship in seeking jobs and
government benefits.
He said a tamper-proof card
A glossy brochure on this subject, apparently the
would make it easier for employers to weed out illegals joint effort of the Department of the Treasury, the
Office of the Treasurer of the United States and the
from their job applicants.
[Very slick.]
McCollum’s
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
amendment directs the Social Security Administration
to develop a card that would be as resistant to fraud as arrived recently. Here’s what it said, [quoting:]
The United States [As opposed to the united states
the U.S. passports issued by the State Department. But
such a card would not necessarily have to include a of America?] is issuing currency [not “money”] with
photograph, he said. [Another aspect of their modus new security features. These enhancements make U.S.
operandi:
get a foot in the door and open it little by currency easier t& recognize as genuine and more selittle. It starts out as a semi-plausible
proposal to “fix” cure against advancing technologies which could be

Better late than never?
This Associated Press
release comes from the March 15 issue ofthe JOHNSON
CITY (Tennessee) PRESS, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON-Children
born to Vietnam veterans may be at increased risk of spina bifida, a serious
birth defect, according to the latest scientific review of
health problems linked to Agent Orange’. The study,
released Thursday by the Institute of Medicine as a reevaluation ofthe Agent Orange health questions, found
a “limited or suggestive” link between the herbicide
and an above-average rate of spina bifida among children born to Vietnam veterans. An association also

WHAT’S NEW ABOUT YOURMONEY

Indicators

Portrait

0

Concentric

@

Watermark

0

Color-Shifting

@

Microprinting

@

Security Thread A polymer thread is embedded vertically in the paper and indicates, by its
unique position, the note’s denomination. The
words “USA 100”on the thread can be seen
from both sides of the note when held up to a
bright light. Additionally, the thread glows red
when held under an ultraviolet light.

@

Federal Reserve indicators

@

Serial Numbers An additional letter is added
to the serial number. The unique combination of
eleven numbers and letters aouears twice on tr+r

Ink

Face Plate Number

The enlarged portrait of Benjamin
Franklin is easier to recognize, while the added
detail is harder to duplicate. The portrait is now
off-center, providing room for a watermark and
reducing wear and tear on the portrait.

0

Fine lines The fine lines printed
behind both Benjamin Franklin’s portrait and
Independence Hall are difficult to replicate.

A watermark depicting Benjamin
Franklin is visible from both sides when held up
to a light.
Ink The number in the lower
right corner on the front of the note looks green
when viewed straight on, but appears black
when viewed at an angle.

Because they’re so small,
microprinted words are hard to replicate. On the
front of the note, “USA 100” is within the number in the lower left corner and “United States of
America” is on Benjamin Franklin’s coat.

A new universal
seal represents the entire Federal Reserve
System. A letter and number beneath the left
serial number identifies the issuing Federal
Reserve Bank.
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was found between the chemical and a nerve disorder
that can cause temporary numbness.
The study is the second in a series of Institute of
Medicine reports on Agent Orange. A law passed in
1991 calls for the National Academy of Sciences to
review new Agent Orange and herbicide studies every
two years to determine if the fresh research finds any
added connection between the chemicals and disease.
The Institute of Medicine is an affiliate of the National
Academy of Sciences [which is itself no doubt, an
“insider affiliate “1. About 19 million gallons of Agent
Orange, and other chemicals were used to defoliate
trees in the jungles of Vietnam, starting in 1962.
Studies in 1969 linked Agent Orange to birth defects in
laboratory animals and use of chemical defoliants were
halted within two years lprobably no connecfion be-
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Texe Marrs is a vocal advocafe].
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Noting that he

has 1S “out of the closet” priests in his own New Jersey
diocese, SpOngreCalledwithpridCthatthCfirStwOmaU
he ordained in 1977 later declared her lesbianism. The
paStOr

Of the Church,

J. Philip

WOgaman,

waS

de-

lighted. “Bishop Spong’s remarks were so stimulating,” Pastor Wogaman said. Wogaman also agreed
with SpOUg that Israel's King David may well have
been bisexual. He urged “covenantal unions” for homosexual couples and pledged that Foundry Church
would be “welcoming to the homosexual community.”
MAYOR
“SYMPATHY

PRAISED
VISIT”

TO

FOR
ISRAEL

they had or who was at them.”

cant proportion
dents

had

For example,

11

a Signify-

of people involved in minor car acci-

forgotten

the &id&S

when

iUtCdCwCd

merely a year later, Loftus said. In fact, psychologists
say that memory is notoriously unreliable. Over time,
psychologists say, people refashion their memories so
drastically that most of us routinely remember things
that never happened-while

forgetting thingSthat

aC-

tually did.
STOCK
ANOTHER

MARKET
JUST
COMMODITY

From the March 14 issue of the (Los Angeles)
DAILY NEWS, [quoting:]

From the March 13 issue of THE ORLANDO SEN-

Today, the one sure tip in the stock market is to buy
any company that is about to be added to the Standard
Institute of Medicine scientists evaluated the likeNEW YORK-New
York City Mayor Rudolph 8c Poor’s 500. The market is full of mutual and pension
lihood of the chemical causing various disorders re- Guiliani returned Tuesday from a sympathy visit to funds and bank trust departments that must buy stock in
company on that 500. Each time a company is
reaping
thepolitical
benefits
ofhis every
ported by Vietnam veterans and established categories Israel and began
ranging from those with “sufficient evidence of an gesture [That dummy is no dummy!]. The mayor was chosen to replace one that has merged or gone bust,
association” to those with no valid evidence of associa- greeted warmly be a group of New York Jewish leaders, there is a sizable demand for its stock, even if it has just
tion. The latest study put spina bifida in the second- who lauded his trip to Jerusalem and Tel Aviv in the published a lousy earnings report. Increasingly, the
strongest category, called “limited or suggestive evi- wake of the recent terrorist bombings. Guiliani re- stock market itself has become just another commoddence of an association”. [Th e Same pattern is being counted his two-day trip, which included visits with ity -as its recent volatility has shown.
Instead of
repeated with Gulf War Syndrome: ignore the problem,
Leah Rabin, the widow of assassinated Prime Minister buying the stocks of individual companies, based on
deny the problem, pass a law to study the possibility
of Yitzhak Rabin, and with Prime Minister Shimon Peres earnings and performance, increasing numbers of inHe also vestors buy or sell “the market”. Monday’s rise on Wall
a problem,
study the possibilities
every year for 3 and opposition leader Benjamin Netanyahu.
tween the two events,

either].

decades until all the affectedparties
disheartened
to care.]

TINEL, [quoting:]

are

COO

dead or

rode on the JerUSalembUS

FOUNDRY
CHURCH
SHENANIGANS:
(WAS
JESUS
A “DRAG
OUEEN”?)

This article by Texe Marrs comes from the March
issue of his publication, FLASHPOINT, [quoting:]
Was Jesus a “drag queen”? Was the Apostle Paul a
“self-hating gay man?” If you are as offended by these
questions as I am, then YOU would certainly have been
angered by the blasphemous and shocking message
delivered irom the pilpit during a homosexuality celebration heldin December at President Clinton’s church.
Foundry United Methodist Church, in Washington,
D.C., is regularly attended by the president and his
daughter, Chelsea. [What’s his molivation, Z wonder?]
On occasion, Hillary joins them-when
she’s not away
on trips visiting her Hollywood pals.
For years, Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole was
also an active member of this apostate church.
Aren’t you curious about whaf this
[Hmmmmm.
“church ‘s” real function is?] But this year, to win over

the religious right, the political-minded
Senator announced that he had left the church.
However,
Flashpoint has learned that Elizabeth, Bob Dole’s wife,
continues to attend Foundry Church. Moreover, Senator Dole has recently contributed tens of thousands of
dollars from speaking fees to the church and fully
intends to resume his attendance after the ‘96 elections.
The homosexual extravaganza held at Foundry
Church was strikingly reminiscent of the events at
Mark Tooley, a Methodist
Sodom and Gomorrah.
layman who attended, provided us this shocking report:
A homosexuality symposium at Foundry United
Methodist Church in Washington, D.C. with keynote
speaker Episcopal Bishop John Spong, featured ridicule of the Christmas Nativity story, speculation about
Jesus as a “drag queen”, praise for homosexual marriage, and a declaration that the Ten Commandmenls
are “immoral”. Foundry’s regular Sunday worshippers
include President and Mrs. Clinton. [Remember Cathy
0 ‘Brien ‘s report in Trance Formation of America about
the homosexuality
of BOTH Clintons.]
The day-long
“celebration” at Foundry Church was organized by
PFLAG (Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays). Called “Sharing Our Rainbow of Light”, the
symposium speakers at times surprised even their mostly
homosexual audience of several hundred persons with
their denial of traditional religious beliefs [of which

rOUtC that has beeUhittwiCC

by Muslim suicide bombers [What an over-achiever!].
BUNNY

MOWER

Spring is officially here. You may want to take a tip
from this next article, from the February 22 issue of
THE OREGONIAN, [quoting:]
Scientists at the Australian National University in
Canberra have designed a silent, self-fueling and environmentally friendly lawn mower powered by rabbi&
Visiting fellow Dr. Nigel Wace built a rolling rabbit
run from recycled bicycle wheels, larg-gauge wire,
netting and buckets. Powered by Flotsam and Jetsam,
two large male rabbits, the device is rolled to new
pastures after the rabbits have nibbled the lawn beneath
them, fertilizing as they go. Water and feed supplements are also given to the animals. Earlier trials
involving
a
male and female
rabbit
were
abandoned

be-

cause the animals kept having sex. [They
put thatsex stuff
in there just to
keep our attention.]
HOW
TO

LLI

WE
FORGET
REMEMBER

This article from a recent issue of the LOSANG&
LES TZA4ES prOvi&S tailor-made damage Control for
Hillary Clinton’s “poor memory”, as well as discrediting the testimony of those making allegations of mind
control victimization, sexual abuse, and other polititally incorrect charges, [quoting:]
As part ofthe Whitewater hearings, Hillary Rodham
Clinton has been asked to remember a great many
events that happened two or 10 years ago. When she
can’t remember, critics accuse her of lying. To prove
their case, they point out contradictions between what
she remembers and the memories of members of her

own staff. Clearly, the critics conclude, someone is not
telling the truth. But this kind of reasoning has memory
experts gritting their teeth..
“It’s ridiculous,” said University of Washington
memory expert Elizabeth Loftus. “People have forgotten far more important things than how many meetings

Street, like Friday's fall, Shows

how

mUCh

the market

moves on bits and pieces of information far removed
from the realities of business. In the old days, the Wall
Street credo was to buy on the rumor and sell on the
news. The winner was the guy who bucked the tide. But
in commodities markets the message was the opposite:
The trend is your friend. Now that the stock market has
become a commodity, speculators pile on whenever
some report creates excitement.
The larger players use mathematical models that
mix purchases and sales of stocks, index futures contracts and options in patterns that guarantee a return as
safe as the interest on Treasury bills and somewhatmaybe considerably-higher.
One strategy involves
in the futures or options
“dynamic hedging” -selling
markets when prices are falling and buying when prices
are rising, which exaggerates all price movements.
The commoditization of the market has also undone the
traditional reverse symmetry between stock and bond
prices. Historically, when economic activity was expetted to increase, stocks rose in anticipation of better
profits, and bonds fell in anticipation of higher interest
rates. When economic activity was expected to decline,
stocks fell and bonds rose. Thus in early 1987 the
optimism that propelled the stock market depressed the
bond market. When that optimism vanished in October, stocks plummeted, but bonds jumped.
Because stock prices and production now have so
little to do with one another, the 1987 crash did not
slow the growth of the real economy. The slowdown in
1995, when downsizing actually redqced productivity,
spawned a bull market. The fact that a rising market no
longer causes Americans to think the economy is improving is a clear indication that the markets have
become less effective as a StiIUUhS to red Capital
creation. Our markets and our political discourse focus
increasingly on the immediate, reducing our ability to
understand the larger forces that act on the economy.
[Like the very LARGEforces
of the international bankUsing the readily availers ’ manipulations-for-gain.
able information on computer-driven
purchasing programs (as used by various mutualfunds, pension funds,
bank trust departments,
etc.), it is easy Co see how the
really big fat-cats
can design a complex but viable
compuler model to aid them in “cracking the whip” to
most effectively
manipulate the market.
Then, using
other tools, such as the Pavlovian-style
training that
has been used on the public with regard to the Fed’s
interest rate settings, rest assured that the big boys
have the situation well in handfor a maximum rape of
the public whenever it best suits their purposes.]
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Perspective
onModern
Japan
<Continued

from

Front

civilization.
They are genuine patriots, with deeply
held religious convictions, who are determined to halt
the destruction of their nation. Like American conservatives, they are already aware that their government,
media and educational systems are now in the hands of
the enemy. However, their religious leaders have not
been captured to the extent that our Billy Grahams,
Jerry Falwells and Pat Robertsons have offered themselves up for purchase at the Zionist flesh markets in
the United States.
During the following weeks, I was invited to speak
at three Buddhist temples in Japan; I also visited many
of their most sacred shrines, including the Ise shrine,
the holiest place in Japan. I also spoke at the convention of the Society of Universal Light, S.O.U.L., a
religious group; I spoke at the nation’s capitol before
members of the Japanese Diet, their Parliament, who
were very attentive; and I travelled five hundred miles
to the frozen north, where I spoke before an audience
of five hundred people in Sapporo, a city of a millionand-a-half inhabitants which is famed for its annual
Ice Festival.
Although much of what I said to these audiences
was new to them, not once was I challenged, heckled,
or asked any hostile question. My books have now
been circulating in Japan for more than a year, and
perhaps this had paved the way for my lectures.
I
began each address by stating that I had come as a
cultural ambassador from the American people. My
purpose was to further understanding of the two nations by telling the Japanese how Americans really feel
towards Japan, and by learning how the Japanese
actually feel about Americans. I noted that because of
the controlled press in both countries, these attitudes
were never covered by the media, because they want to
keep us in the dark.
I also apologized to the Japanese for the presence
of our American Ambassador, Walter Mondale, in
Tokyo. I explained that it was an insult to the people
of Japan when Washington sent this worn-out political
reject to Tokyo as his retirement payoff for his years of
dutiful service as a faceless stooge for the international
bankers. He is now America’s Unknown Ambassador.
He has few duties, because all contacts between Japan
and the United States are carried out by a notorious
Zionist Triumvirate: Mickey Kantor, U.S. Trade Representative,
appointed by Clinton.
Robert Rubin,
economic adviser to Clinton, a ten-million-dollar-ayear partner of Goldman Sachs banking house in New
York; an adviser to the’Federa1 Reserve Bank of New
York, the money-centerbank; adirector ofthe Carnegie
Corp., a notorious tax-exempt think tank; and head of
the Mondale for President Committee in 1983. It was
Rubin who insisted that Mondale be appointed U.S.
Ambassador to Japan as a payoff for his years of service
to the bankers.
The third member of the Zionist
Triumvirate is America’s most famous midget, Robert
Reich, Secretary of Labor under Clinton, who, like his
president, is a Rhodes Scholar, a member of the extreme left-wing group, Common Cause.
My audiences were amazed when I explained to
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them that the Zionists are sworn to destroy Japan as
part of their campaign of hatred and revenge for their
Holocaust claims dating more than fifty years back to
the Second World War. Because Japan had been an ally
of Germany during this war, I explained, the fanatical
Zionists considered it a religious duty to destroy Japan.
The Talmud instructs them to hate all non-Jewish
people, which it describes as animals to be killed for
profit. To these Talmudists, Japan is equally guilty
with Germany, and the Zionist motto, which governs
our present relations with Japan, is “Never forgive;
never forget.” My information helped to warn the people
of Japan of the danger they faced, because American
foreign policy, now totally in the hands of Zionists who
are actually unregistered agents for the foreign State of
Israel, is the greatest threat to world peace. The
Zionists will use American forces to commit any atrocity against any people who incur their dislike. I noted
that the Zionist Triumvirate of Kantor, Rubin and
Reich (which sounds like a cheap Jewish law firm from
lower Manhattan) intended to bring harm and additional suffering to the people of Japan. My audiences
were stunned to learn that, although they had taken no
part in the Holocaust, or conducted any joint operations
with Germany, the fanatics intended to punish them as
a religious ongoing Jewish vendetta.
1 also explained to the people of Japan that the
continuous hate campaigns in the American press and
abroad were part of the Zionist hymnal of hate against
all Japanese. These campaigns, called “Japan-bashing” routinely accuse the Japanese of dumping their
products on other countries at greatly reduced prices;
daily reviving stories from the nineteen-thirties
and
nineteen-forties about Japanese activities in China and
other countries, alleged atrocities committed during
World War II, and lurid stories of Korean “comfort
women” supposedly recruited to entertain Japanese
soldiers. These stories never mention the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki nor the firestorm
bombings of Tokyo which burned thirty-five square
miles of buildings and killed more than a million
civilians. These terror bombings have been justified as
techniques designed to force the Japanese to sue for
peace, a claim which ignores the fact that they were
already suing for peace when these atrocities occurred!
I disclosed that the agents of the Rothschilds and
Rockefellers had come into Japan in 1945 as the perennial camp followers of the American Army. The man
who directed the postwar rebuilding of the Japanese
economy along Zionist dictates was General William
Draper, partner of the Wall Street banking house of
Dillon Read Co., and economic czar of Japan during
General MacArthur’s reign as the sole military authority. Dillon Read was a firm which had been purchased
by one Clarence Lapowski of Texas with his windfall
profits from the First World War. He acquired the
name of Dillon with the bill of sale, and the name of
Lapowski disappeared from history, with “Clarence
Dillon” now at the helm. In 1922, Dillon Read took the
first step towards a Second World War by floating a
$200 million loan to Germany to enable her to rebuild
her army, in open violation of the League of Nations
prohibition against German rearming. Dillon’s son, C.
Douglas Dillon, became Secretary of the Treasury in
the Eisenhower Administration,
and retired with a
fortune of $500 million. When George Bush became
President, he called upon Dillon’s successor, Nicholas

Brady, senior partner of Dillon Read, to be his Secretary of the Treasury. The Washington Post reported
that George Bush conferred daily with Brady, and never
made a decision without his approval.
General Draper had ridden into Germany at the
conclusion of the Second World War, setting up shop in
the I.G. Farben Building in Frankfurt, which had miraculously escaped damage in the saturation bombing
which had destroyed most of Germany. After reorganizing Germany according to the desires of the bankers, Draper was summoned to Japan, where he performed the identical task, making certain that the
postwar governments of both Germany and Japan would
never again challenge the power of the bankers.
This “new” Japan was reported to have been turned
back to the ownership of the “Big Five”, the five
enormously wealthy Japanese families who previously
owned the country. It was claimed that the generous
conquerors neither required nor exacted any tribute
from their defeated enemy. We can only accept this
Santa Claus story if we ignore the enormous influence
which the World Order dynasty has exercised in Japan
since 1945.
My audiences had never heard of any of these facts.
I was the first conservative to speak out in Japan in
many decades. I went on to explain to them the postwar
“miracle” of Japan.
At the secret Bretton Woods
monetary conference at the Bretton Woods Hotel in
New Hampshire in 1944, while the war was still raging,
the presumed victors met to divide up the spoils. They
turned the postwar world into an international casino
in which the club’s operators would always win, and
everyone else would always lose. If it sounds suspiciously like Las Vegas, the principle was the same. The
conspirators set up the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund as the vehicles for their robberies
on a world-wide scale. The technique of their “Big
Casino” depended on a very simple mechanism. Of the
world’s currencies, only the dollar would be allowed to
be immediately convertible into gold. All of the other
currencies would first have to be converted into dollars,
and then into gold. This gave the dollar an artificially
increased value in world trade. While overvaluing the
dollar, the conspirators’ ploy caused the other currencies to be undervalued. The postwar economic boom of
Japan, the so-called “miracle”, functioned as a direct
subsidy to Japanese exports, because the undervalued
yen gave them a price advantage. At the same time, the
overvalued dollar caused a direct price increase for
American exports, making them less competitive in the
world market. The insiders who understood this process reaped enormous profits in the following decades.
It was understandable that my Japanese listeners had
never heard this explanation; I had learned of it in my
researches only a few days before I went to Japan, when
I traced the dominant influence on world trade back to
the Bretton Woods meeting in 1944.
Because the nation of Japan, which has always been
a strongly anti-Communist country, has lived in the
shadow of the Soviet Union since 1945, my listeners
were extremely interested when I informed them that
there has never been a ‘Communist” nation, nor had
the Cold War existed except as a figment of George
Orwell’s imagination.
In 1948, George Orwell had
published his prophetic work, 1984, which described a
world in which two great powers remained in a state of
war, without ever fighting each other. A special language had been developed by the opposing nations,
called Newspeak, which defined the situation as “perpetual war for perpetual peace”. Orwell whose real
name was Blair, was a lifelong Socialist, who apparently wrote this book as a blueprint for the postwar
world. When his book appeared, a diplomat named
George Kennan, who had been placed in charge of
policy at the Department of State in Washington, drafted
the notorious “policy of containment” which guaranteed to the Soviet Union that the United States would do
nothing to force the Soviet Union to withdraw from the
countries which it had illegally invaded and seized at
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the end of the Second World War. In fact, Kennan’s
policy of containment formalized the agreement set up
by Alger Hiss at Yalta, when Churchill and Roosevelt
agreed to give Stalin all of Eastern Europe. Kennan’s
uncle, also named George Kennan, had travelled for
decades in Czarist Russia, distributing millions of
dollars of Communist propaganda paid for by Jacob
Schiff, of Kuhn, Loeb Co., New York, who had been
born in the Rothschild house in Frankfurt, Germany.
Kennan’s propaganda paved the way for the triumph of
Bolshevism in Russia.
The Bolshevik Revolution was not a Russian event.
It was perpetrated by the British Secret Intelligence
Service, as described in W. Somerset Maugham’s books
Ashenden:
Secret Agent.
The SIS, of course, was
actually working for the Bank of England rather than
for the British Government. Its goal was to seize the
fortune of Czar Nicholas II, the world’s richest man.
Once this had been accomplished and the Czar’s wealth
removed to banks in London and New York, the British
agents turned Russia over to a gang of three hundred
Jews from New York, led by Lev Bronstein, also known
as Leon Trotsky. Because the treasury had been looted
by the British agents, Lenin and Trotsky found they had
no money to run the new Bolshevik government. They
sent out a frantic call for help. Col. House, President
Woodrow Wilson’s principal advisor, persuaded Wilson to send the Bolsheviks twenty million dollars from
his S 100,000,000 Special War Fund which Congress
had voted him to prosecute the war. Wilson entrusted
the funds to his special envoy, former Secretary of State
Elihu Root, the Wall Street lawyer who had written the
charters of the seven largest tax-exempt foundations.
This gift, courtesy of the American taxpayer, was only
the first installment in a series of under-the-counter
financial transfers which kept the Soviet Union in
existence until the 1980s.
Although the Bolsheviks stabilized their revolutionary government with the twenty million dollars
from Wilson. they now faced a nation-wide famine.
The shortage of food had been caused by their massacre
of millions of Russian peasants. who had uroduced the
world’s largest sup&s of grain until thd First World
War. The Eothschids summoned another lackey from
their Rio Tinto Corporation, Herbert Hoover, to organize the Russian Relief campaign, which again staved
off disaster for the Soviets. Although Elihu Root and
Herbert Hoover were the saviours of Communism, no
memorials in Russia ever acknowledged their deeds.
Herbert Hoover, who was later elected President of the
United States as a reward for having saved Communism, spent the rest his life posing as a “militant antiCommunist” in order to cover up his record.
During the 192Os, the world Communist movement
became the private preserve of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York. Its directors, including George
Foster Peabody and William Boyce Thompson, donated
millions of dollars to fund an intensive worldwide proCommunist propaganda drive. Communism, the avowed
enemy of private capital, was never more than a toy for
the international bankers, led by Dwight Morrow of
J.P.Morgan Company.
At the conclusion of the Second World War, the
military-industrial
complex of the United States; (a
spinoff of the central banks, including the Federal
Reserve Bank) faced al’dilemma.
How could they
continue to swallow up most of the real income of the
“free world” with their vast military expenditures7
This goal was accomplishedby using Winston Churchill
to launch “the Cold War” in a speech at Fulton, Missouri.
Churchill had suddenly discovered that the
Soviet Union, which the West had spent five-hundredmillion dollars to save from the German armies, was
now the leading menace of civilization. The Cold War
hoax lasted for almost half a century, steadily hyped by
a mass of “data” from the Central Intelligence Agency
(a spinoff from the British Intelligence Service). The
CIA routinely forwarded to Congress alarming revelations of the booming Russian economy and of Russian
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military power; “studies” were regularly circulated to
the media, proving that our occupation forces in Germany could not hold off an attacking Russian force for
more than three hours. However, the Russians were in
no cbndition to attack anyone. They finally met their
Waterloo in the tiny country of Afghanistan, where the
cream of the Russian forces were unable to defeat a
small group of mountaineers with primitive equipment.
This revelation not only led to the collapse of the Soviet
Government, but threatened the collapse of the U.S.
economy as well, which had grown to depend on the
massive outlays for armaments.
In retrospect, we must admit that the CIA had
performed admirably during the entire Cold War period. Its manufactured and invented “statistics” on
Russian power made it imperative that Congress approve a “defense” budget of hundreds of millions of
dollars each year. Whenever a temporary “detente”
imperilled the war machines and Congress balked at
this huge appropriation, Washington had to persuade a
reluctant Soviet Union to shoot down an American
plane. This always resulted in the prompt passage of
the defense appropriation.
My comments were astounding to the Japanese,
who had lived with the constant threat of a Soviet attack
throughout the Cold War. If they had read Orwell’s
1984, they would have realized that the Russians would
never attack. The purpose of the Newspeak charade
was to preserve only the threat of attack. The Cold War
allowed the Rothschilds and their fellow Central Bankers to loot the “free world” with their boondoggling
“defense” budgets, while the bankers enjoyed their
profits, secure in their knowledge that a Third World
War would never occur.
Realizing the importance of my information, the
result of more than fifty years of unrelenting research
in Washington, my hosts resolved that my initial visit
should serve as the basis for future operations.
In
addition to the audiences previously mentioned, I also
spoke before the International Shoho Society, the Society for Historical Review, and the Society for Civilization Criticism.
Thev not onlv invited me back for
another extended speaking to&, they also pledged to
continue publishing my books until ill of rni information was available to the people of Japan, in addition to
establishing a formal Eustace Mullins Society for the
study of my work.
Because I had come to Japan as a cultural ambassador, the literary heir of Ezra Pound, who had done so
much to promote the recognition of Japanese culture on
a worldwide basis, my hosts took me to the shrine of
Ernest Fenollosa at a Buddhist temple. Fenollosa, a
Harvard professor, had settled in Japan, become a
Buddhist priest and dedicated his life to the promotion
of japanese culture. Ezra Pound, after Fenollosa had
passed away, met his widow in England, and made
Fenollosa’s work available to the world. My confreres
are now setting up the Asian Ezra Pound Society to
carry on this work.
During my lectures, I was asked to comment on a
wide range of political and economic problems in Japan. I was frequently asked about the future of the yen.
I explained that because of the Bretton Woods Conspiracy, which overvalued the dollar, and undervalued
the yen, the yen would continue to strengthen against
the dollar, as the overvalued dollar continued to weaken
in the international markets. My most important task
was to remind my Japanese audiences that both of our
nations have the same enemy, the biological parasite
which for thousands of years has improved its techniques for finding a host on which it could feed. It has
always had to face the resistance of the host, which had
an inevitable reaction against its destructive and poisonous presence. Throughout Jewish literature, critics
of Jew$ are always denounced as “reactionaries”, who
react against the presence of the parasite.
The parasite knows that in order to continue to feed
upon the host, it must steadily weaken the host until it
no longer has the strength, or the resolve, to dislodge it.
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The parasite achieves this objective through diabolical
techniques which it has perfected through the centuries. It has discovered how to weaken the host by
chemical additives to its food and water supplies, and
by using the medical profession to administer drugs
and chemicals to the host, which weaken its resolve.
Other key methods of control used by the parasite to
control the host are the “educational” system, which
indoctrinates students from early childhood to accept
the presence of the parasite; government power, which
uses force to prevent the host from showing any “prejudice” against the presence of the parasite, and media
control, which daily assures the host that the “benign”
presence of the parasite is the only factor which will
allow the host continue to exist.
I was always prepared for reactions from my audiences to the startling and new revelations. However, I
never once saw any incredulous expressions, demands
for substantiation, or denials from any of my listeners.
All of my lectures were both audiotaped and videotaped, so that they will continue to reach more people
while my books circulate in Japan. The Zionist Triumvirate is very disturbed over my visit, and is seeking to
prevent my return. Only a few days before my arrival,
a widely circulated magazine, Marco Polo, was ordered
shut down by the government because it warned of the
peril to Japan and the machinations of the international
bankers. I was told that it will never be allowed to
resume circulation. Measures of this gravity reflect the
desperation of the enemy, and bode well for the future.
They dare not debate or respond to the exposure of their
diabolical activities. There is no doubt that the Zionists have demanded that Ambassador Mondale act to
prevent the circulation of my books and tapes in Japan,
but they chose him because he was incompetent, and he
will continue to be incompetent.
It should be very encouraging to patriots in the
United States that there are movements in other countries to dislodge the parasite and to liberate themselves
from a critical danger. As a weaker entity, the parasite
has always been vulnerable to any strong reaction from
its host. and mv iournev to JaDan convinces me that the
time is’ripe to-exploit its vulnerability.
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SUPPORT

Assaults
On TheSenses
NeedA Spiritual
Uplift

As your very source of living and presentation is
debased in ridicule, there comes a time of need for
Spiritual refueling to attain again, balance. In order to
bring that recognition I ask that we reprint a message
from our Master Teacher from June 10, 1991.
I ask that you retype it, Dharma, because you need
this message as badly as does anyone this day.
You both will be wise to read it carefully before
Good Friday and perhaps your ability to confront the
dragons will be reinforced.
[QUOTING:]

3/20/96 #l

HATONN

to get informed, get prepared and, if you can, join the
offered classes on legal protection and representation
I would note that the past two days have been very of self. These particular cases and causes of action will
difficult as Dharma and E.J. have been in days of be featured as work material for our classes, along with
pounding
deposition
(witness interrogation)
from bunches of others, and we will effort to keep you statuspiles of information sent and shared personally, along updated but not with detail or name reference.
The
with others whose unfortunate situation comes from whole point of these Ekker litigations was the fact that
having shared any information with Mr. Green for I can there was no SALE OF THE PROPERTY WHEN THEY
list off the ones who have been totally shredded by WENT FULLY PREPARED WITH FUNDS IN POCKhaving joined Mr. Green’s Brigade of destroyers. Mr. ETBOOK TO PURCHASE THE PROPERTY. There is
Green has provided Mr. Horn with information even almost NO REFERENCE TO THAT POINT IN ANY
to the, what turns out
CONFRONTATION,
to be, UNLAWFUL efNOT EVEN WITH THE
forts to transfer corpoFACT OF THE SUIT
You can “purchase” nothing of value.
rations to another agent
BEING
FOCUSED ON
NOTHING!
FURTHER, THE THINGS OF
SECRETLY. One probONLY “THAT” INCIVALUE OF GOD-ARE
ONLY ON LOAN
lem-Mr.
Horn thought
DENT. It appears the
this other agency was
UNTO YOU TO SEE IF YOU CAN TEND
counsel opposing has
somehow
owned by
been sucked into the fray
THEM PROPERLY.
Ekke1.s. Oops! Wenow
by the Green Brigade
have incredible amounts
and ends up in a most
of information
from
embarrassing
circum“their” side and know exactly what they plan to dostance. This counsel committed a couple of SERIOUS
all laid out on the table for us. The point of this errors as he attacked, insulted and slandered Mr. Dixon
dissertation is that even though CONTACT is small and then, in turn, slandered Mr. Rick Martin in an even
and, according to them, “nobody reads it anyway”, more offending tone of disdain. Mr. Martin has nothDharma had to sit through interrogation about things ing to do with the case in point-NOTHING.
appearing in the paper-which
were nicely marked for
Mr. Horn by, we assume, the Green Brigade, for the
EASTER
VACATION
items were so carefully taken out of all context that we
can only assume assistance. Mr. Horn even inquired
The next round of emotionally debilitating deposidirectly to Dharma: “Are you Anti-Semitic’?” Does this tions will take place on Good Friday and Saturday next
give you readers an idea of the approach?
I cannot for the Ekkers. Now THIS is a strange set of timing,
believe Sharri Yount ever dreamt of such papers as don’t you agree? Just remember, readers, Easter was a
HERS, or the indiscretion of moving, unlawfully, car- pagan Pharisee wild celebration long, long before it
porations, agents, and/or the having Ms. Tuten take, was connected to CHRIST goodness. Be careful what
unlawfully, the corporation books from their legal agent. you worship but also always KNOW that it is that which
Does anyone realize that this is, in law, a “Conspira- is in your heart and intent that is seen by our Creator
torial intent to commit crime and fraud?” Did Mr. and not what hangs on a Christmas tree or in a rabbit/
Green, Abbott or Horton tell you THAT, ladies and chicken egg rolling down the bunny trail.
gentlemen7
Did anyone tell you nice people that you were going
to be totally shredded by lawyers who would set you up
with PROOF of your participation?
So be it. I warned
you and warned you and the most damaging evidence of
FRANK 81ERNEST
all falls onto Father Cleary who, I suspect, never ever
intended such involvement.
Nevada cases have been held up from conclusion on
the assumption that these depositions, etc., would blow
out the Ekkers in all cases. No, it destroys the group
who have sided with Green, innocently or otherwise.
I will have to stop sharing the “Round Robin”
updates, readers, for in our attempt to answer your
status questions among family and friends, we only
bring more assaults. It is here, readers; the ability to
offer opinions in free speech is no longer available even
in your private correspondence.
I will no longer disposition our own legal counsel by sharing until after some
of these cases are settled. We have accomplished what
I needed to have brought out as to parties and prattlers
working against us and, therefore, good friends, allow
us to not longer interfere with the legal process except

. . .In a blazing glory of “moment” shall you be given
into understanding and it shall come as the Creator
reveals unto you the keys unto His Kingdom!
Esu
present in the brotherhood of Man among the Hosts
who come to show the way and bring you home. Where
is “HOME”? Anywhere that you find perfect balance
within that which is Creator/Creation.
It is a journey
of the Soul/Spirit, not of the flesh. “Son of God” and
“Son of Man”7 I, like you, am both, in the image of God
as a fragment thereof and image of Man who utilizes
housing to give physical experience. That which is of
God gives unto the housing of the Spirit, honor, joy,
revelation and care in as nearly balanced experience as
man can attain. That of evil brings pain, chaos, sorrow
and emptiness unto the being for the lesson is in the
learning of the difference and moving beyond that
which is physical perception into the sublime. Each
being must learn of “both” to move through his lessons
into KNOWING.
Some of us have learned most slowly, moving from
experience unto experience, always reaching and groping. Then we find a flash of Truth and bend unto the
task of perfecting it, only to realize that each fragment
of God has right of passage and experience, so we move
on in allowing. We feel great sorrow at the erroneous
choices and desire to push another into the way that we
have found into our own balance, but in the ending we
must simply realize that it is ONLY ONE and we cannot
do for another what he must do for self to perfect the
fragment and reclaim it unto God.
How smug Man becomes as he journeys through the
physical for he is blinded by that which is called “ego”.
God’s gift unto human to set him apart is -reason” and
“thought with choices of his own conjuring”. Ego is
that which is of the physical process which “believes”
itself to be “all”. Just as a serpent must shed its
outgrown skin that it might grow, so must the being
shed its ego restraints in order to grow. Is it so very
difficult to see that you come from the heavens? Would
it not be wondrous to KNOW that there are higher
knowings unto which you can turn from your limitations and ignorance7 Is it not wonder beyond wonder
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that there is a wholeness to the plan and a Oneness with
that which is capable of filling the void within which
always reaches out and seeks endlessly? Is it not joy to
KNOW that there is that which is beyond the tinkering
and arguments of voted-in rules of behavior, that the
body of God KNOWS its guidelines and does not argue
and fall to the ones who would have MORE congregation and collections in the plates on Sunday? It is not
to the “homosexual” being that respect needs to be
given, but rather to the uncompromising being which is
manifest in that wondrous form, as an example current
for your day. It is the “physical sensing behavior”
which must be confronted, not the LOVE in the heartbeing of individuals. There is no greater glory than the
love of one being for another and in that there is no sex
delineation.
All of the elements of which the demands and
marches are brought forth are of the physical flesh
passing through experience, but, what the Spirit does
with that expression is that which shall be confronted
at what you call, Judgment. At that moment of passage
will you stand in appraisal of self-knowing that you
used discipline and found that which was greater than
physical self or will you have only grappled with the
“physical” manifestations of the ego-claim upon the
expression of God? These are the reasons the Hosts
have come forth and then, again, the Creator, that the
“creation” (you) might be reminded of that which IS, in
order to move away from that which is the passing
illusion. I must assure you that, in every instance, the
things of physical are cast away and you do not,
really, want to take that of the physical illusionary
presentation with you, even if you might perceive
that you do.
Let me assure you that, although it might seem to
you that the physical continuation is what you mean by
“Rapture”, it will not work out to be that way.
Even if you had choice in the matter and it would be
that you could take “things” of physical manifestation
with you, would you actually want that “old stuff’?
Would you not cast off the shanty in favor of the marble
mansion? Where is your “Reason”? How is it easier to
believe that you will somehow sit atop clouds than that
God would prepare carefully and with REASON for
your needs, both for “placement” and “journey unto
that placement”?
‘Tis the ego fed by the negative
aspects of self which causes lack of reason for it fears
the unknown and efforts to always keep the innocent
child of wonder and infinite creation bounded. It keeps
you bound in fear that you cannot do it so you must
always cling to another in hopes that somehow “his
ticket” will bear the both of you! Especially if he lies
to you and pronounces that, for this or that, you can
somehow “purchase” your passage.
You can “purchase” nothing of value. NOTHING!
FURTHER, THE THINGS OF VALUE OF GOD-ARE
ONLY ON LOAN UNTO YOU TO SEE IF YOU CAN
TEND THEM PROPERLY.
In recent apologies from one Jimmy Swaggart,
evangelist, on your TV screens the man was weeping
and begging forgiveness for his indiscreet and adulterous actions with prostitutes .and falling off his HOLY
wagon. I would like to share this specific story for I
find it quite a worthy parable. He said, with tears
streaming down his face, that he, like YOU, are as the
lamb who strays and falls into the ditch from off the
path. Supposedly I, Esu Jesus, take my staff and hook
and lift the lamb back, over and over and over again
[fine so far] but then he continued: “. ..After many times
and the lamb has not learned, the shepherd takes the
lamb from the ditch again, and with his hands, breaks
its leg! Then the shepherd gently sets the fracture,
binds it with loving care and bears the lamb on his
shoulders unit1 the lnmh is healed. Then, when he
again se’ :h.
‘- it does not again
stray.
Tnat is
:uch of hogwash garbage I have ever heard. Alie shepherd might well pick
you up again and again but would NEVER break your
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body or limbs and render pain unto even the foolish
lamb. The shepherd might well carry you, yes, after you
stray, and if you ask to return within the flock. If you
do not ask, however, after your lessons are shown, then
you may stay where you will until you have learned
from that which is manifest for your lessons. The
shepherd would never break of your legs.
So what means this lesson as offered7 A man who
has strayed completely away from God is making an
effort to convince himself that he will be forgiven for
his own transgressions and this is that which he perceives SHOULD happen as punishment!
With this
attitude and concept, he will never find his way for he
still perceives God as a mean and punishing shepherd of that which he KNOWS he committed in
transgression against the people “he leads”, and the
laws of God and Creation. [H: Please note, readers,
that in recent months this SAME Jimmy Swaggart
was again %aught” in the same activities, so I guess
the “broken leg” theory didn’t work too well after
all.1
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I would ask you to question self and see whether or
not you perceive that somehow you might feel you have
fallen so deeply away from righteousness that you
cannot forgive self and find worthiness in the LOVE
God bestows upon you. The Truth of God or of Christ
Teachers has never changed,
only MAN in his
wisdomless antics changes the words of Truth to suit
his own personal needs or on the orders of his own
How many “Jimmy Swaggarts” do you
controllers.
have today WRITING THE SUPPOSED TRUTH FOR
you?...
[END OF QUOTING]
When you as a people stop the silliness you can
begin to look forward to the transformation of Man.
And what of this transformation process? Well,
you have to understand more about your SOURCE than
you now seem to grasp. You have to know “what is
Man” and what is “transformation” and the relationship of energy to matter.

Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its more formal name) is a
grain of its own unique being. It is the best fiber res&rce and has large amounts of BThe grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it
17 (anti-carcinoma).
from pollutants and insects. It .is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher.
Thus, unlike other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals,
The strong, protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity. Spelt contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an important factor in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
New Gaia offers Bread Mixes that use pure Spelt flour instead of wheat. The taste
is uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination
Bread Mixes with both Spelt flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb.
loaf of bread which can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal.
The mixes are easy to use with only the simple addition ofwater, butter & sweetener. The
packages come in 2 lb. sizes only.
Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread
needs that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes.
You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour.
These come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags.

STEWED
I
I
I
I

TOMATOES

1 quart tomatoes with juices
1 c. cooked spelt or other grain
2 tbl. butter
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AND SPELT
3-4 slices stale spelt bread, cubed
1 tbl. sugar
salt, pepper

heavy-duty pot over medium heat. Heat throughout,
-----------------------------

See Next-to-Last Page for ordering information
or calll-800-639-4242
(I-800-New-Gaia)
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In the week before Christmas of 1987, I got an
unexpected phone call from a young Englishman named
John Bevan, who I met eleven years earlier when 1 was
first deployed to monitor cable traffic for the C.1.A and
O.N.I. John, who was 17 at the time, was living in the
Caribbean aboard an old wooden schooner that his
family had recently sailed across the Atlantic. The boy
eventually became a professional yachtsman, and I’d
seen little of him since 1976, except for a few chance
meetings at one port or another in the West Indies. The
last time that I had heard from him, he was the skipper
of a 90-foot steel yacht. the schooner Christina, which
was owned by a man named Justin Adams. Now; Bevan
was calling me from a jail in Brownsville, Texas, to say
that he was in very deep trouble. If federal prosecutors
had their way, there would be no open water for this
sailor for many years, if ever. Bevan’s story, as he
related it that day to me was as follows:
Early in 1987 he had sailed Christina to a Korean
shipyard for a major refit. The boat was hauled out of
the water and cut in half so that a 20-foot section could
be added midship to lengthen the hull. Such a complicated and expensive procedure usually would mean
frequent consultations between the skipper and owner,
but Justin Adams was not the typical owner. In Bevan’s
six years aboard the Christina, Adams had spent less
that two weeks aboard the vessel, leaving Bevan to run
it as he saw fit. By the spring of 1987, however, the
refit was running out of money and Bevan’s salary was
six months in arrears.
That in itself was nothing
unusual. A few years earlier, he had gone without pay
for more than a year and had to live using the boat’s
American Express card. He had threatened to quit, but
Adams gave him a raise from $1,500 to $2,000 a month,
still a relatively low wage, but none the less, Bevan
stayed on. He felt obligated to Adams. In Venezuela,
three years earlier, Bevan had contracted a deadly
hepatitis and nearly died, but his boss had him flown to
the U.S. for treatment and kept his job open while he
recovered.
The unpaid bills at the Korean shipyard could not
be ignored, and in late June of 1987, Bevan used the
boat’s credit cards to book an urgent flight to Florida
for a meeting with his elusive boss. He had hoped that
Adams would pay up promptly, so that he could fly on
to Europe and pick up the new rigging. But Adams
brushed aside any talk about the boat or money, promising that everything would be taken care of in a few
days. He had urgent business on the Caribbean island
of Aruba and he wanted
Bevan to go along with
him and they could discuss the boat’s refit on
the plane ride. Adams
told Bevan to think of
it as a well-deservedvacation. Adams would
take care of his business and John could
relax and hang out at
the beaches that were
full of women. Young
Bevan could not resist
such an offer.
Just before
the
plane landed, Adams
told John that Victor
Mason, one of the men
he was meeting in Aruba was a member of the Carlos
Marcello Mafia family of New Orleans and that Bevan
should be careful not to antagonize Mason, as it was
reputed that Mason was very short tempered, a notoriously evil person who was capable nf doing some nasty
things
caught to
thepeople.
next pl,Ai,: ,” . .
*;&anmight have
a‘*.’
.5sbirri, edger
to get back to Korea am: .
back together,
made the fateful decision to s:ay on.
Two months after their trip to the Caribbean, Adams
was still making excuses about the promised refit and
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Editor’s note: The last time we presentedMichael
Maholy’s
“inside” story about The C.I.A. Pipeline
was in our 3/29/96 CONTACT on p. 21. where he
called that installment:
“Tobacco Road”.

After what seemed to be a successful attempt at
avoiding the “Company” by keeping a low profile for
almost two years, I finally felt like a normal person
again, not like one who was involved in the dealings of
the underworld. During this time, I was able to evade
various law enforcement agencies and, most importantly , the government officials who were responsible
for my orders. Barry Seal’s death resulted in a massive
investigation into not only his methods of operation,
but also of those associated with him. George Bush
knew all too well that I was still out there running my
own little operation.
He and his panel of national
security advisors also knew that I was trained by the
best to do exactly what the Company wanted me to doto break codes, monitor various communications, but
most of all, to be a smuggler, a modern-day pirate. But
it backfired on the Company. I considered myself an
opportunist-what
I saw the chance to make some cash,
I jumped on it. The way I looked at it, when you snooze,
you lose!
Just after Seal was murdered in a half-way house in
Baton Rouge, my handler in Langley, Virginia had a
terrible stroke that left him unable to speak or to do the
very simplest of duties. There was quite a lot of talk as
to just how and why this happened to him when it did.
You must not forget that the C.1.A and its operatives
are masters of deception, such as creating an “accident”
of this nature to ensure that their secrets are never
exposed to the general public. This was another reason
why I was able to avoid contact with Langley for two
years.
Even though I knew in the back of my mind that the
Company could terminate me at any time, 1 felt more
secure on my home turf-the
majestic mountains of
northern Arkansas. I had a much better chance here
than if I were located in some major city. Yes, one
might consider me a survivalist, as I had the training
and the necessary equipment to escape into the nearby
hills and forests for an extended period of time. I did
indeed speak with my handler from time to time, off the
record, of course, and it was our conclusion that we had
become expendable for simply following orders for
what we thought was in the interests of national security and for the good of the United States of America.
The reason given by our advisors was that the U.S.
needed the indirect funding made from illegal drugs to
support covert projects and to promote our interests
abroad. I had personally sensed something, something
evil, for quite some time now, but then, you see, it was
the money that held my interest. Early in my military

career 1 might have questioned SOme of the orders, but
as time went on and I became more conditioned, I
eventually became just another victim.
My nest egg was holding well. I had a booming
guide service on the White River and land, cars, trucks,
boats, and even my own plane. I had also become a
partner in a marijuana-growing operation that would
make a lot of money, as the American public was crying
for the drug and willing to pay high prices for the
choice, quality stuff. I thought, why should 1 fly
overseas into increasingly hostile lands to acquire marijuana, when I could grow some of the world’s finest
right here in my own backyard! The growing operation
of which I speak was located in Weston, Missouri, on
land owned and operated by Jimmy Pepper.
With Pepper’s money and influential business associates in the tobacco industry, along with the political might he had acquired within the various lobbying
groups, it seemed that at anytime, marijuana could
replace the most widely used pain reliever inthe worldthe common aspirin. After all, marijuana is just a herb,
something that has been proven medically for cancer
patients and in the treatment for glaucoma. I understand that the only reason marijuana is illegal is all one
big money game. The people who are making billions
of dollars a year importing the illegal substance
and the pharmaceutical
companies who stand to
lose billions of dollars a
year are the ones who
keep marijuana
the
mainstay of the underworld. America should
take a good look at the
drugs that are legal, yet
kill thousands
upon
thousands ofpeople each
year.
Things were not going smooth for me. The
boys in Miami were always into something.
They had connections in
Cali, Colombia, Bogota, and Panama. They had power
behind them. Max eventually got caught up in the Seal
investigation and Rafa was found shot to death, his
body dismembered-another
victim of Colombian vengeance.
My son, Michael, had been involved in a
terrible accident which left him in a vegetative state. I
had my hands full. I had recently married for the
second time. Things began to look promising once
again, until I became involved with an operation that
would lead up to my arrest in 1991 in Little Rock,
Arkansas.

Michael Maholy
#18365-009
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P.M.B. 700
Yankton, SD
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Bevan’s back pay. Finally he called with the news that
the money was on the way. But on the day he received
the money, which totalled some $200,000, Adams announced a change of plans. The boat would have to
wait. Adding an additional $55,000 to the sum, he
instructed Bevan to take the full amount to Mason, the
purported mafioso, who was waiting in Harlingen,
Texas. Adams told Bevan that if he would do this, that
he promised Bevan would receive the refit money as
soon as he got back.
“Dumbest move of my life,” Bevan told me. “All
that I could think about was getting back to my job. I
asked Adams if someone else could take the money, but
he said that I was the only person that he could trust
with it, so I took it.” Mason, as it turned out, was an
undercover D.E.A. agent from McAllen, Texas. (Mason and I had worked together back in 1982, along with
U.S. Customs, so Bevan thought that I might shed some
light or provide some help in his pending case.) When
Bevan arrived with the money, the transfer was recorded on video tape. The cash was part of a payment
for a shipment of marijuana purchased by Adams, in
what was his biggest deal as a drug trafficker.
I told Bevan that I was sorry to hear what had
happened to him, but other than to send him reading
material, some cash, and contact his family in England,
there was little else I could do for him I did know some
D.E.A. and Customs agents, but I needed to investigate
this situation more thoroughly and would keep my ears
open. He wasn’t looking for sympathy, nor did he deny
taking the money to Mason. He couldn’t deny it; the
two-hour video, which I had seen, could indeed be used
as evidence, even if it failed to prove that he knew what
the money was for. When Mason tried to steer their
conversation into more incriminating channels, Bevan
put up his hands and said, “You don’t have to ask me
anything-it’s
your business, whatever’s between you
two.” But there was something strange about what was
going on here, he went on to say. “I can’t quite put my
finger on it. Can you do me a favor? See if you can find
out about a man named Mike Harris, or Mike Palmer.
It’s the same guy, he just uses different names. I can
tell you this, he’s not what he seems to be.” With some
reluctance, I said that I’d make a few inquiries and find
out what I could about this Harris or Palmer guy. I
didn’t know that it would take the best part of a year to
piece together the story or that Bevan himself would
fade into relative obscurity as the facts emerged, Least
of all, did I suspect that the pursuit of Michael Bernard
Palmer, which is his legal name, would expose a scanda1 that touched on government policy in Nicaragua
and implicated the Central Intelligence Agency, both
the State and Justice Departments, and the Drug Enforcement Agency.
Mike Palmer was no ordinary drug dealer. Between
1977 and 1985, he had made millions of dollars by
flying plane loads of marijuana into the U.S. from
Colombia.
He was a partner in a Michigan-based
organization that rewarded most of the more successful
members with gold jewelry encrusted with diamonds.
In his first four years with the organization, he had
made enough money to buy an apartment building and
a dozen houses and condos in Colorado, Miami, and in
the Cayman islands. Throughout his smuggling career, he held down a full-time job flying passenger jets
for Delta Air Lines.
In May of 1985, Palmer and a co-pilot flew down to
Colombia to deliver a one-million-dollar payment for a
previous load and collect a new shipment of marijuana
that was waiting near the airstrip. It was supposed to
be a routine run, but a police helicopter appeared and
shot down the plane. Nobody was injured, but the plane
was disabled, the money and drugs vanished, and Palmer
and his co-pilot were taken into custody. They spent
the next three months in jail. This was awkward for
Palmer. He was still working for Delta when he got
busted in Colombia, and the airlines sent a senior pilot
to interview him while he was in jail. Palmer told him
that he had been delivering the plane to Aruba and lost
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his way in bad weather.
Delta suspended Palmer
pending a full investigation, and he began working for
Vortex, a Miami-based, aircraft-leasing
company.
Vortex was then prospering from its connections with
the Washington intelligence community and the Nicaraguan Contra movement (of which, by the way, Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas, was fully aware), In the
final months of 1985, and on into the spring of 1986,
the company received close to $300,000 in contacts to
deliver supposedly humanitarian goods to the Contras.
Palmer, who had sold Vortex a DC-6 from his drugrunning days, was made vice-president ofthe company.
In Miami flying circles, Palmer was known as THE
C.I.A. pilot.
His past began catching up with him in March of
1986 when Delta convened its executive board to hear
his plea for reinstatement. Palmer, under oath, stuck to
his original story that he had lost his way in bad
weather and was innocent of any involvement in the
drug business. The board didn’t believe him, although
it was nearly two years before he was dropped from the
active list of Delta pilots.
Three months later, he faced a far more serious
threat when he learned that the F.B.I. was about to
expose his Michigan smuggling organization. Palmer
was named in a five-count indictment that would lead
to a 25-year sentence for his partner. As the F.B.I.
dragnet tightened, he threw himselfon the open market
as an informer. In other words, he sold his soul to the
devil. A Customs memo that one of my contacts sent me
fully describes this chapter in Palmer’s career. (This
same contact remains loyal to this day, and only recently supplied data pertaining to someone with whom
all you readers are familiar- someone who does not
fulfill his promises and who is still working his scams
today.)
Palmer first began working out of the Miami F.B.I.
office, but his untruthful testimony caused a case to be
closed. Next he began working out of the F.B.I. offices
in New Orleans. This operation was also terminated
when the F.B.I. once again caught him lying to them.
He then moved on to the San Francisco office. He was
supposed to work an undercover operation in which he
was to fly a load of hashish into the United States, but
once more, because of his deceit, the operation ended.
Customs finally rejected Palmer’s services and in
another memo, dismissed the would-be informer as a
real snake. Palmer’s last chance was with Joe Haos, a
long-time friend and informer of the D.E.A., who
introduced his old buddy Palmer (they had worked
together for an airline that flew Central and South
American routes) to friends at the McAllen, Texas
office of the D.E.A. Palmer made the grade, as a
documented C.I. (confidential informant) who would
work with Haos under the special supervision of Luis
Saldana and Vie Mason. What Palmer proposed this
time was that he go to Colombia, alone and unsupervised, contact his previous suppliers in the dope business, make a deal with them to supply a large quantity
of drugs, then find buyers in the United States. Once
the drugs were delivered, everyone would be arrested.
Palmer’s reward would be freedom from the Michigan
charges that loomed over his head.
Palmer wasted no tome in cranking up his one-man
mission in Colombia, which by then was code-named
“Operation Intruder”. By early August of 1986, he had
contacted a group that told the pilot he could count on
them for 250 tons of marijuana, and as much cocaine as
they could get their hands on. A second trafficker
stated much the same, that the cocaine was there to be
had, that they had an endless supply, and that they
would start with as much as 5 tons of premium-quality
cocaine. The combined shipment would travel from
Colombia to Texas. A smaller load of ten tons of
marijuana would be arranged for transportation.
That
would be no problem. Palmer and Haos would fly the
load themselves, using the DC-6 that Palmer had sold
to Vortex.
On September 19, 1986, Palmer and Haos did just
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that, flying 10 tons of marijuana from Colombia to a
Mexican airstrip 30 miles south of the American border, then delivering the load to the buyers, Justin
Adams and his associate Alejandro Cerna. Some of the
load was stolen in Mexico, some was flown to California, and about one-and-a-half tons was seized by a
sharp-eyed park ranger who stopped the over-loaded
Winnebago motorhome when it crossed the border into
Big Bend National Park. But more than half was
successfully smuggled by boat and truck. Palmer and
Haos told the D.E.A. of the DC-6 shipments the same
day they delivered it; it was information the D.E.A.
agents had kept to themselves.
Thus, the Mexican
authorities, with whom the U.S. Government had recently signed a mutual agreement to work together
against drug traffic, never knew about the plane or the
drugs.
Neither did any other branch of U.S. law
enforcement.
In short, the D.E.A. allowed two of its informants
to fly drugs into our country, then failed to do anything
about it, resulting in six tons of marijuana getting lost
somewhere in America. Adams was so pleased with the
results of the DC-6 shipment (he had told Palmer that
he had cleared a profit of $1.5 million), that he made a
down payment of more that $500,000 on yet a bigger
shipment. This money was paid directly to D.E.A.
agents. Adams, who liked people to call him “Dot”,
found it hard to maintain his professional demeanor
when dealing with the undercover team that visited him
at his home base near Atlanta. Convinced that he was
among buddies, he revealed to the agents that he had
been in the drug business for twelve years and took
them on a tour of his Atlanta business, showing them
his safe filled with $100 bills and his climate-controlled underground vault, which was buried underneath a horse barn, with space enough for ten tons of
marijuana and cocaine. The money was the biggest
problem, he confessed, so much of it to hide. Years of
experience taught him the best method was to pack the
cash in ziplock plastic bags and bury them. He would
personally use a backhoe to bury and retrieve the loot.
Palmer, meanwhile, reported to the D.E.A. th<tt his
big deal with the Colombians, the one for 250 tons of
marijuana and 5 tons of cocaine, had fallen apart. But
through the closing months of 1986 and into 1987, the
D.E.A.‘s informant continued to dangle even more
spectacular deals in front of them-none,
of course,
which ever materialized. This is not to say that Palmer
did not stay active. Indeed, in March of 1987, the
Miami Herald ran a story about his involvement in
State Department assistance to the Nicaraguan Contras
The
and mentioned his indictments in Michigan.
Herald story was not the type of publicity that a federal
undercover informant wanted, and it threatened to
expose “Operation Intruder”.
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But Haos would be the one who inadvertently blew
the operation. On March 2 1, he landed a Vortex DC6 at Miami International Airport after a flight to Central America. Suspecting that he was carrying drugs,
Customs agents wanted to search the plane but Haos
resisted. His aircraft was on official government business, he explained.
If they didn’t believe him, they
could call Mike Palmer at Vortex.
Palmer arrived
while the search was in progress. The search uncovered a list of weapons and related supplies written in
Sl C. ish and specifying a geographic coordinate in the
Nl.dragua highlands.
These same coordinates were
traced back to exact documents I was in possession of
while monitoring cable and logistics for the Cl. A. and
George Bush. According to later reports, Palmer had
confronted the Customs agents and inspectors in an
arrogant manner and demanded to let the plane pass
without any further inspection. Tempers finally cooled
down after an “unidentified agency” in Washington
sent an apologetic and classified memo stating that
nothing of this kind would ever happen in the future
The
without advance warning to Custom officials.
message ended with a burst of bureaucratic fellowship:
“Thank you for your continued support.”
It was a testament to Palmer’s cunning and reserve
that he persuaded his Colombian connections to disregard the airport incident and the Miami Herald story.
At the same time, he managed to conceal just about
everything he was doing for the D.E.A. Nobody really
knew whom he was seeing or what deals he was making
because much of the time, especially in Colombia, he’d
been alone or traveling with Adams or Cerno. Blind to
everything except potential rewards of “Operation Intruder”, the D.E.A. never questioned its informer’s
optimistic reports. In June of 1987, the Colombian
suppliers passed word that the big load was finally
ready for shipment. Palmer went to Panama to purchase the ship that would be used to carry the drugs
from Colombia to Port Isabel, Texas, and delivered to
a warehouse owned by George Bush and Zapata Oil
Company. The ship was theMadrid, a 2000-ton freighter
equipped with three cranes for loading cargo. (You
may remember the Madrid from the earlier chapter of
the PIPELINE called “Delta Dawn”.) With everything
seemingly in place, the payments made, the marijuana
gathering at the loading beaches and theMadridcrewed
and fueled, Palmer flew to Aruba in late June to meet
Adams and nail down lastminute details with Gus de la
Vega. This time, he traveled with D.E.A. agent Mason,
a natural actor, who, in his pose as a member of the
Marcello crime family, also played the part of principal
fixer at the Zapata warehouse in Port Isabel, Texas.
The Madrid had been anchored off Aruba for three
weeks and the crew members were getting jumpy. The
ship was running out of fresh water, the food rations
were getting short, the diet of the crew was reduced to
fried bananas and fish-head soup. The men wanted to
call their families and wanted hot showers. Mostly,
they wanted to go ashore and stretch their legs. De la
Vega was going home; he let it be known that he
distrusted Palmer and to Mason’s horror, accused Mason of being a cop! A witneSs to the events in Aruba was
sitting at a waterfront bar when Mason and Palmer
returned from their meeting with de la Vega. “Mason
was furious when they came ashore,” he told me, “raging mad and cursing Gus. ‘I’m gonna snuffthat m -- f
out-he’s
history.“’ Palmer was trying to calm him
down. He said, “Vie, there’s more than one way to skin
this cat. We can take care of him later. He can always
fall over the side.” It was scary. You have to picture
this Mason character. He was all neck and shoulders.
Heavy tanned, smothered in gold. Barely in control of
himself, he’s punching his fists in the air and raving on
about how his people take care of punks like Gus. “If
they don’t do it my way, they’re gonna pay.”
The Madrid’s crew was taken ashore and given
spending money for a night on the town. Palmer and
Adams hosted a dinner at which Palmer made light of
the captain’s defection by joking with Mason. “Imag-

ine old Gus, thinking Mason was a cop,” he said. holder.
Much of the most incriminating evidence
Adams led the laughter. For the crew, the rest of the against Cerna was supplied to the agents by Cerna
time in Aruba passed in a blur of booze, drugs, whores, himself, who was unaware that the van in which he was
and gambling. The perfect vacation. Palmer played riding around Detroit, carried a high-frequency broadHe had much to say about his
craps and won $30,000. One of Adams people helped cast tape recorder.
him carry his chips to the window of the casino. The success in the drug-smuggling business, from Mexico,
same man said Palmer would often light up joints of Haiti, Jamaica, and the Bahamas, into the U.S. To him
marijuana and share it with Adams as they drove the upcoming DC-6 flight was just another job. But
around the island. Three weeks after the Aruba party, Detroit agents were taking no chances with the operathe ship arrived at the Colombian rendezvous to collect tion. Unlike the abortive flight to Mexico by Haos and
the waiting marijuana load, which was supposed to be Palmer, this one would be shadowed every inch of the
way by law enforcement officers, complete with airaround 500,000 pounds-or
250 tons.
This is what a crew member later told to me: “We craft, including two ocean-ranging P-3s, a Customs jet,
had stopped about a mile offshore on the evening of July and three other stand-by planes. Palmer was at the
27th. Everyone on board was very drunk-I mean very controls when the DC-6 took off, shortly after noon on
drunk-including
the skipper. I don’t even think he September 2, 1987.
The Colombian airstrip was on the tip ofthe Guajira
new we had stopped! There were guys running around
the deck waving guns and swigging aguardiente; they peninsula, near a place called Puerto Estrilla.
As
didn’t know what was going on. The first boat came out Palmer began his final approach over the Caribbean,
about 8:00 p.m. One of those bongo’s big tree-trunk
with a radioman guiding him from the ground, he was
dugouts with 150-horse-powered Yamaha outboards. astounded by his instructions: Stay clear, go into a
Gus de la Vega was in it! He told me some story about holding pattern. There was too much traffic on the
being forced back into the deal. But we had no tim’e to ground, the radioman said; other planes were still
talk about that. He was with some midget guy, as black loading their drugs; the DC-6 would have to wait its
as the ace of spades. He and Gus were the traffic turn. It was almost an hour before Palmer got his
directors; they both had two-way radios to communi- clearance to land on the runway, which had about a
cate with the ship and the beach. So they started half-dozen airplanes with teams of workers busily loadloading. About 5:00 a.m. they said, ‘that’s it,’ and I ing drugs aboard the planes at the far end of the strip.
thought, ‘that doesn’t look like no 500,000 pounds to He was met by a well-dressed Colombian wearing a hat,
me,’ so I called down to one of the guys and asked him a polo shirt and expensive boots. Introducing himself
what happened to the rest. He told me that it went out as “El Jefe” [chief] of the airstrip, the man greeted
the night before on the other ship we sent. And I Palmer with a big smile and spoke in English, “Welthought, ‘What other ship? This is the only ship.’ But come to Cocaine International Airport!”
A crew of Colombians drove up carrying shotguns
the guy swore it had gone, and there was no more, so we
left.” (Witnesses to the events in Aruba and aboard the and machine guns, and demanded Palmer fly a 600-kilo
Madrid have since been silenced or have just disap- shipment of cocaine back to the U.S. with them and
their weapons. Palmer told them that they could forget
peared.)
From Colombia, the Madrid sailed northwest to it, he was already committed, and they roared off the
Belize, where the original crew disembarked and was runway to see if they could make another deal with a
replaced by a crew entirely of U. S. Government person- different pilot.
While a gang of about 50 laborers manhandled the
nel, mostly D.E. A. agents. The rest of the voyage was
under tight escort by a U.S. Coast Guard cutter all the marijuana bales through the cargo doors of the DC-6, a
way to Port Isabel, Texas, where the cargo was un- regulation-size airport tanker refueled the plane for the
loaded under the supervision of Mason and other agents return flight. The cocaine was stowed in the rear of the
and delivered to a warehouse not far from the McAllen fuselage. There was no time for an accurate count, but
D.E.A office. The shipment amounted to about 64 tons Palmer knew from experience that he was close to the
of marijuana, a quarter of what Palmer had originally maximum load and gave the signal to leave. It took
Palmer notified almost 11 hours to make the return trip to Detroit. An
There was no cocaine.
promised.
Adams and two of them flew to Texas in mid-August to engine blew a cylinder half an hour after take off,
Adams stopped at a taco cutting down on the air speed severely; also the altitude
inspect the merchandise.
stand near the airport, unaware that he was being was affected. Palmer said that to avoid the mountains
trailed on the ground and also in the air by a surveil- at the southern tip of Haiti, he had to fly deep into
lance team of 26 mean and women from the D.E.A. Cuban airspace. There he had some anxious moments
(Texas, Colorado, and Georgia offices) and the U.S. wondering what would happen if, as an indicted American drug smuggler flying a known Contra resupply
Customs and the Texas Department of Transportation.
At the warehouse one of them obligingly took snap- plane, loaded with drugs, he were forced to make a
shots of the stash. Adams and Palmer stood near the landing. He fears came to nothing, however, and at
dawn September 3rd, the big silver DC-6 was on the
bales, toasting their success.
Although the government now had enough to con- ground at Grosselle Airport, with a cargo that weighed
vict Adams, it wasn’t ready to spring the final trap in in at 17,381 pounds of marijuana and 1,262 pounds of
“Operation Intruder”. The D.E.A.‘s next target was cocaine.
Agent Magee and his fake security gang, watched
Adams’ pal, Alejandro Cerna who, in many ways, was
regarded as a far greater menace than Adams because of by an FBI-SWAT team and a group of Customs agents
his career in the cocaine trade. The D.E.A. control for in a boat on the Detroit River, and filmed by another
the operation moved from Texas to Detroit, where the agent in the airport control tower, quickly unloaded the
government set up the last sting in “Operation In- plane. Cerna’s assistant, a young man with the promtruder”. The agents in charge were Ken Magee of the ising name of Peter Piper, arrived in Detroit to weigh
D.E.A. and Ned Timmons of the F.B.I. Palmer, who Cerna’s share. Piper came from the “Dot Adams
has a droll sense of humor, had recommended Timmons School of Unrestrained Confession”. He had much to
for the Detroit stage of the operation; he had led the tell the agents as they drove him around in their mobile
investigation that produced the indictment that first’ tape recorder.
He showed them a custom-made money bag, in
netted Palmer in 1986. Now, they would be working on
which he bragged that he once carried $800,000 and
the same side, gunning for Cerna.
In late July, Palmer and Cerna had flown to the told them that this was a busy time for him, that the
Grosselle Airport, 25 miles south of Detroit, which drug business was soaring and that the drug business
would serve’as an off-loading site for a second load of was his only occupation. He also invited them to his
drugs using the Vortex DC-6 that Palmer and Haos had $4,000,000 ranch in Colorado and his new house in
flown to Mexico. The cargo would be cocaine and Aspen, boasted of his nine trips to Colombia and the
marijuana, in which Cerna would be the major stock- 20,000 pound marijuana deal he had recently made. He
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owned a gold Rolex, a B.M.W. and an
Audi, belonged to the Miami Polo Club
and raised Labradors. He also said that
he was good friends with the Bush family and had ties with Zapata Oil. He told
them of how he and other business partners were planning to take over the drug
trade in the rural state of Arkansas, and
that with the governor down there, it was
a great money-making opportunity, selling cocaine and marijuana. The governor of Arkansas at the time was Bill
Clinton.
Magee and his men kept up
their fronts for the next three days to
allow the Texas D.E.A. office to be notified that the Zapata Oil Corp., with its
major stockholder being George Bush,
was to somehow be kept out of the picture-that
there would have to be a way
when the bust went down, that he would
not get involved or his name brought
into it all. Magee knew that there was
incriminating evidence from theMadrid
shipload, as well as all of the other flights
that Adams had sent into Georgia and
Texas, as well as when I was stationed in
Sabine Pass, another Texas port located near
Houston, not far from Galveston, Texas.
On September 6th, a convoy of agents
and drug suspects drove to a warehouse
in Dearborn, Michigan to divide the load
of cocaine, most of which was destined
for the Mena, Arkansas airstrip not far
from Little Rock. Cerna flew back to
Florida, along with Palmer, leaving Piper
and five other suspects to help take care
of business. Here’s where the bust went
down, and the master plan was to get the
small guys out of the picture, letting the
big fish swim. They gave the big fish
and the agents that were involved ample
time to distribute the drugs. It was said
that most of the load was flown into
Mena, Arkansas where associates of Bill
Clinton would take it from there. Some
of the high quality went to Roger
Clinton’s friends. Roger is a brother to
Bill. Also there was proof that the nowgovernor of Arkansas, Jim Guy Tucker,
was making a huge profit from these
loads. It was all wrapped up in the next
few weeks, and my good friend, John
Bevan, who witnessed all of the dealings
first hand, ended up receiving a 24-year
sentence and, as usual, the biggest fish
of all swam away. This is also prof that
Clinton, as well as Bush, played a major
part in the smuggling of drugs into the
U.S. Also before his trial, Bevan, who is
now in the Atlanta Federal Prison, was
warned that if he mentioned the names
“Bush”, “Clinton”, or the “Zapata Oil
Company”, that he would be terminated
in the prison at a moment’s notice.
I can relate to John’s fears of becoming extinct, even while you are supposedly under the protection of the Bureau
of Prisons. The government makes up
its rules as they go along and will even
void our Constilufion as they see fit. I no
longer trust this government and I am
also afraid that I may never wake up one
day as a result of the knowledge I possess. (Note: John has been assaulted
twice-once
life-threatening
and the
other very close to it.)
Until next time,
Your man on the inside,
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II

TimelessSpiritualReminde
From Esu L’Jesus99
Sananda
Editor’s note: We have elected to share, once
ogain, writings
which appeared from Esu “‘Jesus”
Sanonda some years ago, specifically
in 1991.
The
message rings as true today as it did then, and we hope
that you will spend some serious “quiet time ” in reading and reflecting on hisgenerous
offerings in wisdom.
Many of us readers ore guilty of wanting “new” information,
“more” information
when, in truth, if we
really read, reread, and studied that which has already
been offered, we would constantly receive new insight.
Since these writings from Sananda are lengthy, we
have chosen to break them into a series of several
installments.
We here at CONTACT would like to take a moment
to PTJBLICLY thank Sananda for his TRUE LIGHT
AND LIGHTED WISDOMAND GENEROSITYIN SHARING SUCH TRUTH WITH US. THANK YOU!
Part
I of
this series began in our 3119196
CONTACT on p. 28.

6/7/91 #l

ESU “JESUS” SANANDA

Mitakuye oyasin. For all my relations, I speak. I
speak for all that came before and who will come after
for all I have is NOW. If we come not into brotherhood
NOW, we have nothing. I am the one you call Jesus, but
that is not my label-our
Father calls me Sananda and
it is the time of bearing His presence again upon the
spaces of His magnificent Creation. What means the
label? One WITH God, One OF God; ONE WITH
ALL:

THE WORD,

THE TRUTH AND THE LIGHT.

Therefore,
I am, too, the “Son of Man”, the
Wayshower, the Truthbringer-I
AM!
Gabriel gave unto you an image of me to which you
could relate in your own imaginings but it is only ONE
image from 2000 years ago and that image bears little
recognition if you walk among my other Creations; my
other relations.
God would not and does not come
among His people except in images that are understood
and recognized as selves. Would a father terrify his

,FRANK

& ERNEST

child7 Today, I weep, for man (father) of Earth place
most surely would do so and does so. Our Father who
gave us LIFE would not. He comes as the breeze across
our brow-the
seas upon the shore, the voice of the
songbird, the limp of a crippled sparrow-ah
yes, how
many times have you turned from God? How many of
you will miss our journey among you now? God has
kept every promise unto you, the greatest of His Creations, and He sends His Hosts again, to bring you home
and they come before that you might have Truth and
find the way back within the safe fold.
Ye have raped of thine Mother, and incested thine
own creations and you have fallen into the dark places
set forth by the adversary. Just today the churches who
call themselves of God-do “vote-in” the very lies of
the adversary within their doctrines to further destroy
you as a people. You break all the laws and call it “good”.
MARK

OF

THE

BEAST

You are told that you already bear the markings of
the Beast and it is understood not. Let us suppose that
a man steals your cow and puts his mark upon that
cow-does
it make the cow less the property of the
original owner? Nay, and the original owner shall find
out which cows have been shackled and stolen and he
will go forth and reclaim of them. So be it, for a
shepherd knows his sheep. I have come again to sort
our Father’s lambs and I recognize no brand of the
adversary. And when I call our Father’s sheep, they
shall know and hear and all else will pass away as the
chaff in the fields of ripe grain. In which pasture will
I find YOU? The blessings shall flow as the river of
LIFE upon my lambs-every
moment of thine service
shall be repaid in abundance a hundredfold and ye are
blessed among Man. If ye have heard your call, ye are
indeed blest-and
for some, the call is all that needs be
heard for none are knowing of their full commitment
and task contract. Allow it to unfold and as you stay
within the Light, so will your purpose come into your

KNOWING. All things and beings of God shall be
raised into the presence of that which is higher and
radiant and you shall not longer desire nor have need of
that which is manifested in the physical limitations. It
may well be, and ye know not, that the play is finished
and you are already within the transition!
You have no way in which to know whether or not
it is the will of God what the adversary and his gleanings will be in this final separation onto and within the
very nest in which he has wrought his evil games.
Perhaps you continue to limit your perceptions of that
which IS and you need only reminding of the presence
and KNOWING. You see, Man can gain, through his
human desires, things which he thinks will bring him
wholeness, power, wealth, etc., but what he really
wants is the knowing of his own power above all else
and that only comes in the fulfillment of one with God.
So Man human has a very long way to journey from out
the pits. You must have your roadmap back to the stars
from whence you came. And you need your wings with
which to find the path passable-i.e.,
you need US,
brothers. Moreover, WE need YOU in order to fulfill
our own mission for we have come for you and we will
not return unto our Father without His flock. So be it.
NO
NOR

“LONG
“FAR

AGO”
AWAY”

There is no such thing as “long ago” nor “far away”
and that which was the message 2000 years ago is that
which is brought today. Then as now, I told you to
believe in the “good” tidings and have faith (pistis).
Faith is indispensable for admission to the Kingdom of
Heaven. It is the prerequisite of salvation and is itself
salvation-for
a man will become that which he visions
and believes and in which his faith resides.
Only to faith is the coming of the Kingdom manifested. By the clouds men know that rain is coming, by
the leaves of the tree they know that summer is nigh at
hand; but they see not the signs of the coming Kingdom
for it has been deliberately obscured by your adversary
who would test you and pull you away into his dark
passages that you might experience all. But it is the
time for returning from those dark choices and again
bring your travels to the path of Light that you do not
simply become one with the evil itself.
When I say that you see not the signs of the coming
Kingdom, that is to say: they do not “believe”. The true
sign is myself, my teachings and my Word. Only faith
can see me. Therefore: Blessed is he, who never shall
be offended in me.
Faith is the life of those who have already glimpsed
the Kingdom of Heaven. On this faith the most unbelievable gifts are bestowed and all things are possible to
him that believes. Whosoever shall say unto a mountain to be removed and cast into the sea; and shall not
doubt in his heart, but shall believe that those things
which he says shall come to pass; he shall have what-
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soever he says. The method by which the mountain is
moved is the only object in point.
If you believe
strongly enough in the desire to move the mountainyou will move it-by bucket, by trucks or by any method
It will, however, be neither mystical nor
necessary.
coy-it will be within the laws of Nature/Creation that
it will be moved. What will SEEM to be makes no
difference whatsoever.
I healed the sick as I walked about the places of
those ancient lands? Did I? No-through
the faith of
the bearer of spirit and faith-did
the God within heal
of self. I only knew the strength and unlimited ability
of God within myself and within those believing ones.
I said then and I say now, your faith makes you whole.
I only gave the suggestion in the name of our Father/
Creator that has again and again been used all over the
world to banish or induce what appears to be “abnormal” phenomena. Only one who “believes” can experience such effects, which are now familiar to your
medical and psychological experience. But I did m re
than perform miracles by suggestion, dear ones
I
forgave sins. I allowed the person in punishment of self
to relieve his heart of the burden of punishment placed upon
self and expressed in the deviation from perfection.
When it is stated that “your sins are forgiven you”,
it is then the “faith” of the forgiven who releases the
burden through faith. The cure is present in order that
men, seeing this power, may be convinced of God’s
power to forgive errors and thus, so can Man forgive
self. This is why you must ask in truth and desire and
it shall be given you; seek, and you shall be led into the
finding; knock, and the way will be opened unto you.
But Man should accept all this as a gift, knowing
that he has not somehow “deserved” it for when you
shall have done all those things which are commanded
you, you must recognize that you have only done that
which was your duty.
Man cannot keep accounts with God. God makes
the Sun to shine on the evil and o1 the good, and sends
rain on the just and on the unjust. Human thought
cannot undermine faith by figuring out what “ought” to
happen. With God all things are possible. Whatever
happens, God knows “why”, and the believer finds no
grievance against God in an unexpected catastrophe or
in events that he simply cannot understand at the
moment.
This faith is expressed in the words “Our Father”.
Three phrases are crucial: “Thy Kingdom come”-in
the Kingdom you shall be one with God’s will, the
world will be ended and with it all affliction. “Give us
this day our daily bread” -freedom from worldly cares
is possible only through the faith that builds on God.
This does not say “drop-out and you will receive what
you want”. This indicates that you will work diligently
and through your works shall you have that which is
required unto you. “Forgive us our trespasses; and lead
us not into temptation”-freedom
from errors in the
way to the Kingdom of Heaven, and freedom from error
can be given only by God. It is a voicing of the total
desire to not make wrong choices during your journey
unto home and Source.
For the believer, God is all in all. The finite and
transient world is only a sign. But God makes the lilies
grow for it is the natural way of Creation that it be so,
no sparrow falls to the ground except by His knowing,
the hairs of a man’s head are numbered for the Creator
is present within and pays quite a bit more attention to
the housing of Man than does the housed. Though sign
and reality are interwoven, the metaphoric character of
all worldly existence implies a radical separation between the world and the Kingdom of Heaven. The
world passes away; the Kingdom abides forever.
Faith is a word for the Biblical relation to God. It
means absolute trust in the will of God-that does NOT
mean in a church house wherein Man goes to be told a
thing or another. It means “absolute” trust in the will
of God. “Thy will be done” is an expression of this
trust. Faith is certainly concerning God, concerning
Man’s bond with Him, concerning God’s love which is

the foundation of prayer. Faith is the salt that seasons
a man’s whole being.
But it cannot be taken for
granted, induced by design. It does not understand
itself. It is weak and fragile. Effort can only denature
it. It is a gift, not a possession. “Lord, I believe; help
me in my unbelief’-you
must ask for the continuing
connection.
I taught faith-not
knowledge as such. For it is
only through the belief and desire that KNOWLEDGE
is attained. The meaning remains veiled for the g&eliever; to the believer only, it is revealed, yet even then
not in clear statements-but
rather, it comes in parables
and paradoxes so that the being can be given into
“seeing” and recognize the “knowingness”. You question still, regarding parables and I can only say that
unto you it is given to know the mystery ofthe Kingdom
of God; but unto them that are without, all things are
done in parables-for
it is only the way it IS.
I have no concern for “logical” consistency for it is
for Man to REASON AND PONDER THAT WHICH IS
GIVEN. He must come into the understanding for that
is the purpose of the journey through the experience of
manifested places of “choice” and “free will”. You that
are not with me are against me for the middle of the
road is not a place; it is but a perception. At what exact
point does the path become the right side vs. the left
side? But as long as you remain on the left side and do
not cross the mid-point-you
are on the left side!
Therefore, you that are not against me are on our part.
Further, I tell you to “Resist not evil” and then again on
the other: I bring not peace but a sword. Where
everything is a “sign”, there are no contradictions. I do
not represent a system of thought-but
rather, a message in“signs”. This is so that the least among you and
all your relations which are of Nature and Creation can
KNOW by the signs-even
the fig tree has signs to
cause it to leaf. No chantings nor ravings shall induce
it to leaf before the signs are proper.

Tapes,
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I grew up, in that experience, in Nazareth in Galilee with my mother whom you label Mary, four brothers, and several sisters. I learned a trade so that I could
sustain myself. I was taught according to the instrnctions as accepted as doctrine of the day. As I grew to
manhood, I leamedof John the Baptist, the anchorite of
the Jordan country, who proclaimed the coming of the
Kingdom and God’s last judgment, and preached repentance, baptism, and the remission of sins. I have
spent time with my brothers in the higher reaches of the
Cosmos so that I would know of that which I was to
serve inpurpose. Icame into knowledgeofmycommission unto my Earth brothers for I, too, came forth
within the veil that no thing would be “special” for my
experience.
It would be the time of my own testing
within the journey of Christed guidance and fulfillment. I came with no “special anything” so that I could
experience and grow as all Man grows and experiences
that his ultimate choices shall be in goodness that he
might return unto the Creator in Truth and oneness. I
was given into the human emotions for that was my
experience- human. I was not finished with my lessons which would return me into the perfection of
Sananda-ONB AS GOD. I claimed not that title; Man
thrust upon me the erroneous label for I was tested as
are all men before their journey is ended.
I asked baptism by John that I might openly show
my faith and accept my mission. I spent time in the
desert for I had faith and need to prove my faith that
God would care for me and tend of my needs. I went
alone and asked no man a thing. You see it is not meant
that Man should simply go forth and require that
“another” tend of him-that is not what is meant when
it is said that God will tend of you, I simply gave
responsibility unto God and He provided that which I
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needed to sustain-not
some hermit, nor beast, nor
insect-just
me and God self. I simply came into the
KNOWING that I was all and that my power was within
myself and in that KNOWING I could endure and
survive beyond all things thrust upon me.
As I grew in the location of my birthing into the
physical, I traveled and spoke of the things of God and
balance of Nature. They, not I, referred to me as a rabbi
which only meant teacher of the Word. It is a “status”
now but then it meant only “teacher/speaker”.
I spoke
in the synagogues for that is where the ones who would
teach the doctrines were stationed and, frankly, I was
little accepted for mostly I told them what was amiss in
their own teachings. This does not endear a young person to
his elders who appears to come in contradiction.
I wandered from place to place in Galilee, gathered
friends who could accept the Word and told the people
ofthe coming of the Kingdom. Not much different from
this day-only
the manner is different for it would be
that in the return, the physical would not be manifest
until all signs were proper. Therefore, I now give the
WORD in the same manner in which I received it in
those experiences-from
higher Source but presented
by human methods. Dharma, for instance, claims not
to BE me, or Aton, or Hatonn, or Germain-she
claims
to be that which she is-a human who translates and
scribes signals onto paper or by audial output. She is
one of many for the WORD must now be given unto the
four corners and farthest reaches of the globe for it is
time of the concluding portion of the cycle-the
connecting spiral ever into infinity.
Dharma identifies
“with” me-not “AS” me.
I efforted then, as now, that you must live in the
world as you perceive it to be, but you must remain
“indifferent” to those “things” of your perception.
I
shared the ethos of love and devotion to God’s will.
Unfortunately
I became known as a performer of
miracles-mostly
called a magician and mystic, who
healed the sick, drove out devils, and awakened the
dead. How sad that man would pick the mystical
nonsense and miss the very point of my journey.
I can assure you that my career as a preacher lasted
only a few months. Strange that only the last few days,
comprising what you refer to as the “Passion”, are
described by the historians and then they even botched
the truth of that experience. They handled the story of
the main episodes as being the journey to Jerusalem,
the cleaning of the Temple (which only got me crucified-just
as any rebellion against the politicians gets
you today), the Last Supper or Gathering of my friends,
the agony in a garden, the betrayal and arrest (which
was one of the most enduring lies of all), the hearings,
the judgment of the Sanhedrin, the decision of Pontius
Pilate, the crucifixion and burial which is not given in
any manner of truth unto this day.
The question must arise: Why did I go to Jerusalem? Well, quite a group, or following, had attached
themselves to me-for it was not as easy to go about as
in your day. Further, ones always believe, somehow,
that TRUTH simply flows by contact and/or osmosis. I
was considered no more than a “hippy” in your day. But
TRUTH will “out” and that which I brought was TRUTH
and Man hungered and thirsted after TRUTH and reason, and wisdom touched Man for the lies were obvious
which flowed forth from the mouths of the self-proclaimed teachers of doctrine. Any time I showed up
anywhere it was a mass of confusion for ones longed to
hear Truth and wanted to follow that which represented
the projection of Truth. It was my message-not
my
presence.
It was, however, also that same message
which the elite would make all effort to stop. You see,
chelas, you want to hold to dreams and fantasy-but
it
is no different TODAY!
Why do we basically keep Dharma an unknown
entity? Because it MUST BE ON THE WORD AND
TRUTH OF LIFE, GOD AND CREATION THAT YOU
BASE YOUR EXISTENCE-NOT
ON A LITTLE
GRANDMOTHER WHO WRITES. IT MUST BE ON
THE WORD OF TRUTH! You must be given not into

the following nor the worshiping of any man. You are
not to be given into the “worshiping” of any spiritual
being beyond Man, including God-HE
DEMANDS
NOT WORSHIP-HE
DEMANDS RESPECT AND
ABIDING LAW FROM MAN-REVERENCE!
One must deal with that which IS and accept that
which will come and hindsight is often perfection but
you cannot ever change an iota of that which WAS.
Therefore, I went into Jerusalem and it matters not as
to why-at this telling. The authorities, however, were
reminded of the disorders that had been created by
other agitators and quelled by force. I gave no sign of
any desire for political power-but I could not control
those antagonists and betrayers who would cling to the
group-just
as you can’t today. My enemies were far
more in number than were my friends. It turned out that
even those I felt to be my closest friends would turn
away when the going would get rough. When the going
got rough-the
rough got going-as fast as they could
paddle in the other direction. Stop the nonsense given
forth about the experience-for
I was human and I was
in torment and I was terrified-yes,
terrified. It was the
hardest testing of my own belief (faith) in my own being
and that of my Creator/Father.
It has been presented that I went forth into Jerusalem to provoke a decision of some sort. Well, I suppose
that could be construed as such for my purpose was to
provoke Man to think in terms of gaining Knowledge
about his connections.
Moreover, just as with you eager speakers who now
know that which is Truth-you
feel a shortage of
“time” to tell Man that which is correct vs. that which
is totally erroneous. Remember, it was the time of the
great feast of the Passover in Jerusalem (Easter holiday), the center of Judean life, and it would be appropriate to reach as many souls as possible. I had no
television or radio-even
controlled media-as
you
have this day. Further, I knew that imminent was the
ending of the cycle-but
like you-1 was not given in
total understanding that “imminent” means one thing
on a place with perceived “time” and “space” limitations and quite another to the “timeless” and
“spaceless” experience. Like you, I thought our time
was up, over, capoot! I was disappointed that the world
was taking so long to end, quite frankly. Just as some
of you do, this day--” Oh, my, well the Earth is still here
this morning-what
a disappointment!”
But worse, chelas, I was misinformed about the
TRUTH for I was also taught by the indoctrinated
according to their own ego needs for power. I identified
myself with the servant-of God in geutero-Isaiah
and
had come to absolutely believe that God demanded my
martyrdom at the hand of the worldly powers and that
with this event I would usher in the Kingdom of Heaven.
Don’t ever be smug in your assumptions of self power,
chelas, for you-will err greatly. God will allow you to
martyr yourself EVERY time. It is NOT His desire; but
your own.
I fully expected that the Kingdom would dawn at
the last moment and, frankly, I was disillusioned and I
did cry out in despair and asked God why He had
forsaken me. How many of you martyr yourselves in
your self-righteous assumption that you speak for, and/
or are THE God. Would I do it differently this day’?
Absolutely-and
here I am doing it very differently
THIS DAY. I too, had to learn and finish my own
lessons that I might be worthy in perfection of wisdom
to be ONE with Creator.
Man can “suppose” this or that all he wishes-the
point is that until you come into the wisdom of KNOWING, you will make decisions and choices which are
based on assumption as presented unto you-and not on
actual fact of KNOWING.
Why would Father allow this? Because God will
always “allow” and it would be my testing as to whether
or not I would experience in fullness or take the easy
way out of my plight-which,
by the way, I had gotten
into quite nicely by my own actions. I was no lesser nor
any greater than is any one of you. I was Man in flesh
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and I was given into despair and terror, pain and futility
and yet, the experience is blessed beyond all things for
I was given into the growing and learning which could
bring me into the absolute and totality of KNOWING.
Now we walk a seemingly different journey, but it is the
same. I have grown and can see in ALLNESS and
become one with that which Creates and, still, I work
only within the very laws of Creation which serve you.
The balance within Creation is beyond the tampering of
various little experiences and experiencing fragments
of the whole.
I was not thoughtless about that which I did nor
about that which came upon me-1 knew what I was
doing even if it was a nasty bit of unwise conjecture for
the being at hand. I did not go blindly to some doom,
beloved ones. I knew exactly that which I would do and
moreover, I was being given to see beyond and into the
consequences as would project from my actions. It was
a FREE WILL CHOICE WHICH I MADE.
I spoke directly to my friends (disciples) and I find
the words of wisdom as good today as in that moment:
“I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves; be ye
therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.” It
stood them well then and it will stand you well NOW.
I went further and I repeat it to you now for the
wisdom is no less: Give not that which is holy unto the
dogs, neither cast your pearls before swine, lest they
trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend
you. Beware, brothers, of the pigs in the pen and
especially those who get into thine own pen. In other
words, know when to keep your mouth shut and when
you can be heard-for
God requires no martyrs-then
or now, so if you become a martyr-know
that you do it
for self and not for God.
In my wanderings in Galilee, I kept as hidden as
possible when it was likely that my greatest enemy
would seek and destroy me-for
now, as then, the
prophets of God are targeted for destruction.
Herod
was no different from that which you call President,
Adviser to the President and/or King. You must act
always in wisdom for foolishness costs not just self but
your brother as well. The point is to bring forth the
WORD, not make a holy martyr of self in your ego-trip
to be the important cog in the overall wheel. You see,
I had a lot to learn in these interim two thousand years
in your counting of days. You must be as wise as the
serpent and as harmless as the dove.
This is sufficient unto our needs for this writing.
May you be given into understanding and sharing of
TRUTH for that is the mission we have accepted.
Saalome.
IAM.
To be continued...
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~XYS~m,
Use For Water Purification
To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and
other critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops o
OxySol per gallon of water and agitate container enoug x
to mix well.

Available

From New Gab Products

1996

New Caia Products,
P.O. Box 27710,
Las Veaas. NV 89126

Order Form

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

City/Town
Daytime

Zip Code

GAJAHDRIAHA
GAIAHDRXAHA

rE\‘$!FT Qty. Amount
s20.00

32 oz. LIQUID

AQUAGAIA

(Mitochondria)

AQUAGAIA

(Mitochondria)

$40.00

16

1 liter
2 liters
1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA

TEA BREEZE

KOMBUCKA

TEA VINEGAR I6 oz.
SEED EXTRACT

‘WIIf 1”WILDYAMBXTRACT

SUPER

om
o=(l

(1 qt.) (CHERRY-BERRY)
gal.1 (CHERRY)

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant
CHLORELLA

GIBKGO
GmGm

GAUCOL

* PROGRAM

BREAD or

$60.00

$24.50

$24.95

TABLETS)

RATE CHART

STARTING

$

WHEN

PACKAGES

and

.’ ’

‘,.I

.I.:.:‘

.’

_ ‘..

/_“’

CALCULATING

1
1

:_
j _,_’

money orders payable to:
New Gaia Products

SHIPPING

MAINTENANCE

-1.

1
I

8.00

P.O. Box 27710

FOR&NON-

PACKAGES.
-

.C’

I

s 10.00
$56.00
$96.00

2 oz.
16 0~.
32 oz.

3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
:

$20.00

New Gaicr Products

1 O/95

2 Ibs. QpSl.;-, ~4 Ibs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 Ibs. 0 $1 .ZS/lb.

PACKAGE

PACKAGE

$21.00

TIRCTURE 2 oz.

PROGRAM

STARTING

$35.00

JMract)(l80

s 149.00

Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
Audio-cassettes

* MAINTENANCE

$24.95

(go TABLETS)

with trace mine&s

PLEASE ALLOW
,-.. ).

$18.00

I

USE THE SHIPPING

1
1
2
4
5

$18.00

(I 80 TABLETS)

$192.00
$
8.00
f 45.00
s 75.40
s 48.oo

KEIUIEL~

$22.00

Colloidal Silver & Trace Gold suspended in a
distilled water fluid
PLEASE

GM&WELT

60 CAPSULES

(CRANBERRV-APPLEI

PER UNIT
I s 20.00
$112.00

GAIASPELT BREAD YM (WholeWheata Spelt)

$18.00

4 oz..

HORSETAIL

(HBlOl)
BREAD MACHINE
BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

60 CAPSULES

Formula

(24%

Colloidal Gold

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

(300 TABLETS/SOOmg.
EA.)

BILOBA

mn

HITACHI

$ 8.50

(CRANBERRY)

ECHIl’JACEA
GOLD PLUS
GAUTMM - 30Day Supply

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
QXYSQL with trace minerals
Colloidal Silver suspended in
16 oz.
3ydrogen Peroxide 32 oz.
14-DAY PARASITEPROGRAM
GiuCm~
Kit
Individual components sold seperately-call for prices

hAGOLD

(FACTORY

$ 6.00

(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER

1

s 3.50
$ 6.00

JUICE (WHOLE LEAF ALOE VERA, ,iter

CONCENTRATE)

1

s
5
SlE

(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 OZ.

‘3 IB 1” GRAPE

,

1 $40.00

32 OZ. LIQUID

GNALYTE

CARBRAGAIA

$20.00

LIQUID

OZ.

o-1 00
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-so0
Sol-600

PRICE

Item

16 oz. LIQUID

$
s
$
$
$
$

$8.00
$9.00
$10.00
$11 .oo
$12.00
$13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Expiration Date

For Credit Card Orders
Item

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL
USA

MrL
* For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
H For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
* All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
l * When ordering cases of product call for shipplng rates.

Phone No.

Signature

RATES:

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASECALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

State/Prov.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

& HANDLING

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$6.00
: 1 OKG
$7.00
S 201-300
P&O0
s 301-400
fig.00
s 401-so0
$10.00
S Sol-600
911 .OO

Date

Street Address

ALOE

** SHIPPING

1 S 80.00

Qty. Amclunt
I
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MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals
ARE S5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journuls ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
** These marked JOW~QLS
are out of stock until
further notice.
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This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Watch
telephone
hotline
:arries the latest news and
zomments from Commander
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Keeping you informed aboul
last-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
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Thus dairy callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded.
The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

